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ABSTRACT 

 

Industries worldwide are facing a technological revolution where there is a need for 

technologies that can speed up business processes with more safety and transparency. The 

real estate industry is among many other industries that would benefit from such technologies 

due to the magnitude of financial transactions handled. The current management strategy 

employed by real estate owners depends on a number of intermediaries, including brokers, 

agents and banking service providers. This strategy of operation results to inadequacies 

within the real estate industry that cause problems such as lack of transparency, high 

transaction costs, personal biases, tax evasion or under taxation, landlord versus tenant 

conflicts and slow transaction processes. This thesis examines the potential of 

implementation of blockchain-based smart contract technology in the real estate industry and 

how it might resolve the inefficiencies within the industry. Blockchain is a new and emerging 

technology with the potential for implementation in various industries. Previous research in 

blockchain technology has concentrated on its potential application in digital currency. In this 

study, the researcher endeavored to design, develop and validate a blockchain-based smart 

contract model for management of real estate property that would address the weaknesses of 

the existing management models and potentially reduce the housing cost by elimination 

middlemen in the management process. To achieve the study objectives, a proof of concept 

(POC) methodology was adopted to prove the concept of resolving the weaknesses of the 

existing models for real estate property management using a blockchain-based smart contract 

model. The proof of concept was carried out in four steps namely planning, designing, 

implementation and improvement (PDIOI). The POC focused on coming up with a Solidity 

Smart Contract Based on Ethereum Model for Housing Industry available at 

grandmullah.github.io/real-estate. To demonstrate blockchain transactions the researcher 

created a cryptocurrency ―EToken‖ that would be used as a medium of exchange. The 

researcher also acquired test ethers from Ethereum Rinkeby faucet for paying transaction 

validation fee. The smart contract model was able to transfer ETokens from tenant account to 

the landlord account. All the transactions were recorded in blockchain distributed ledgers 

upon successful validation, and the entire Ethereum network users would view allowing 

transparency and integrity of transactions. As a generalisation and extension into other 

domains, the researcher noted that a blockchain-based model is important in any organisation 

that values historical transactions such as organisation which provides financial service. As a 

recommendation for further study, research can be extended to creating a completely 

blockchain-based version of electronic real estate transaction records, including land registry, 

or real estate ownership transfers. 

 

Keywords: Blockchain, Ethereum network, smart contract, Real Estate, consensus 

algorithm. 
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Blockchain A blockchain is a digitized, decentralized, public ledger of all 

cryptocurrency transactions. Constantly growing as ‗completed‘ blocks 

(the most recent transactions) are recorded and added to it in 

chronological order, it allows industry participants to keep track of 

digital currency transactions without central recordkeeping. Each node 

(a computer connected to the network) gets a copy of the blockchain, 

which is downloaded automatically (Fahmy, 2018). 

Ethereum Network Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts: 

applications that run exactly as programmed without any possibility of 

downtime, censorship, and fraud or third-party interference 

(Hjalmarsson et al, 2018). 

Ethers Ethers are the integral element of the Ethereum blockchain network 

that acts as the network's fuel, keeping it agile and functional. While 

many believe that ether is the native digital currency of Ethereum, it 

acts as a medium of incentive or form of payment for the network 

participants to execute their requested operations on the network (Tran, 

2018). 

Model Is a program that runs on a computer that creates a prototypical, or 

simulation, of a real-world feature, phenomenon or event (Finley, 

2017). 

Smart Contract Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms of the 

agreement between buyer and seller being directly written into lines of 

code. The code and the agreements contained therein exist across a 

distributed, decentralized blockchain network. Smart contracts permit 

trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among disparate, 

anonymous parties without the need for a central authority, legal 

system, or external enforcement mechanism. They render transactions 

traceable, transparent, and irreversible (Preston et al, 2018). 

Solidity Solidity is a contact-oriented, high-level language for implementing 

smart contracts. It is designed to target the Ethereum Virtual Machine 

(EVM) (Grishchenko et al, 2018). 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter provides a background of the fundamental concepts and problems informing this 

study specifically on the frictions in Claiming of deposit, intermediaries, Enforcement of 

tenants‘ rights and obligations, Conflict between tenants and landlord overpayment of rent or 

cases of Unexplained Rent Increments. It further continues to outline the research objectives, 

listing the research questions, state the research problem, defines the scope, assumptions, 

significance and the contribution of the study. 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

 

Technological revolution worldwide is rapidly changing the way of doing business. This has 

resulted in business entities reengineering their business processes and improving the 

efficiency of operations. According to Tapscott (2016), technology not only facilitates 

efficient and effective operation with minimal manpower and helps to reduce the overall 

operational cost but also speeds up the different processes and bring more safety and 

transparency into the industry. The real estate industry is equally affected. The importance of 

real estate industry emanates from the fact that it deals with housing which is an essential 

service that is highly important for the overall well-being of a country. Ansar (2018) argues 

that real estate problems often affect and creates challenges which in turn could lead to 

economic meltdowns not only on the micro but also on a macro level. The real estate 

challenges are in many cases linked to inefficiencies within the market. Inefficiencies such as 

illiquid market, transparency issues, high transaction costs, personal biases, intermediaries 

and slow transaction processes (Franke & Krahnen, 2017).   

 

The overall cost of renting a house depends mainly on the market structure and the 

management strategy employed by real estate owners. The current management strategy is 

such that part-time landlords choose to work with middlemen to bring their rental properties 

to market (Pattillo, 2017). Most large rental corporations often choose to work with freelance 

middlemen to market their properties, vet potential tenants, and take care of maintenance 
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(Ziemann, 2017). This increases the overall rental fee without contributing any significant 

value to the final consumer (Tenant).  In the real estate market, the tenant is often the least 

well-informed and with the least wealth player (Scott, 2018). In combination, this leads to a 

power imbalance to Tenant‘s disadvantage. Though, strict laws designed to protect tenant‘s 

rights exist, property owners and middlemen often find a way around them (Chordia, 2018). 

From this, cases of unexplained rent increment or unequal rental fee for tenants on the same 

rental house is common. 

 

The most fundamental transaction in the housing market is the rental contract. Property 

owners and tenants agree that the tenant will be allowed to live in and use a certain allocation 

of space within the building (Layard, 2018). For this, the tenant pays the property owner 

(landlord or landlady) a certain sum of money in an agreed-upon period of time. In most 

countries, rent is paid fortnightly or monthly, but shorter and longer payment intervals are 

possible too (Hills, 2017). Currently, rent can be paid via bank transfer, credit card, cash, or 

in any other form that owner or agents and tenant agree upon. This means of rental payment 

and management strategy has led to rental fee increment and high level of bureaucracy where 

cases of minimum balance requirement, transaction costs, early notifications, and middlemen 

are common.   

 

According to Social Networks and the Success of Market research conducted by Crowston et 

al, (2015) real estate transactions presently depend on a number of intermediaries, including 

brokers, dealers, agents, banks service providers, etc. In the short term, sharing contracts and 

approvals in real time will reduce delays caused by mailing and delivery. Indeed, Goldman 

(2018) estimated that blockchain technologies could lead to a yearly savings of 2-4 billion 

USD in the real estate market alone. It would also eliminate the need for parties to reconcile 

documents, as all parties maintain an identical, immutable copy of transaction records. In 

addition, several times consuming, expensive functions can be replaced with blockchain and 

smart contracts. Payments of rent, deposits, and fees could be automated. Escrow accounts 

could be restructured around smart contracts and multisig wallets (Veuger & Jan 2018). The 

same infrastructure could be harnessed for other transactions that occasionally require 

resolution by a neutral party, such as disputes over rent deposits. In the longer term, 

blockchain-based registries could allow peer-to-peer asset transfers or payment of rental fee, 

reducing transaction times from months or weeks to minutes. Transaction costs could come 

down from thousands of dollars per sale or lease to a modest service fee. The ease and 
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security of transactions could also permit the efficient unbundling of property rights. A 

landlord could lease a house quickly and cheaply. 

 

It takes on average a whole day to finish a bank transaction if queues are long (Flink, 2017). 

Rental payments move from tenants account to agent‘s account that after deducting his/her 

commission sends to the real estate owner. This process is time-consuming and inefficient. 

Crowston & Wigand, (2016) argue that a real estate transaction usually involves three parties; 

Agent, Landlord, and Tenant which in turn results to transaction costs of constituting up to 

10% of the total rental fee according to (Lantmäteriet et al, 2016) (see figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1present real estate rent transaction process (Corluka & Lindh, 2017) 

 

 

Lantmäteriet et al, (2016) argues that this system is slow due to several reasons; the major 

one is due to the repeated process of validating the information. Many of the documents are 

signed on paper and need to be sending from agent to Landlord. The validation of the 

documents needs to be done through manual processes. Due to the number of signed papers, 

mistakes occur and needs to be corrected. Chances of fraud and corruption are possible. All 

these combined make the process slow and inefficient due to the time-consuming process, 

high transaction costs, and frauds. 

 

Considering that having an affordable home is vital for people (Tatjana et al, 2014). There is 

a need to look at the current housing market structure and management strategy for more 

improvement. Though some tenants are contented with their current rental house, landlord or 

letting agent, others, including those on little incomes are undergoing problems with a 

substantial impact on their lives (Yates et al, 2017). Although policymakers are still working 
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to mitigate the immediate effects of the dramatic downturn in the developing housing market, 

they also must prepare for the challenges that lie ahead (Stone, 2010). According to Kintrea 

(2014), high friction transactions are hardwired into the structure of modern real estate 

markets. As a result, the current infrastructure in the sector is slow, expensive, and brittle. For 

the rental payment, transaction costs can constitute up to 10% of the total rental fee. Entire 

industries have emerged for the sole purpose of capitalizing on the inefficiencies that exist 

around transactions. The situation in less developed markets is time and again even more 

cumbersome (Felson, 2017).  

With blockchain technology, many of these inefficient activities could be reduced or 

excluded from the process (see figure 2). 

 

 

 

Figure 2: A transaction processes based on blockchain technology (Barkham et al, 2018) 

 

Lantmäteriet and others (2016) argue further that blockchain technology is a much more 

secure technology to use compare with todays. In this new technology fraud and lost 

documents cannot occur or are minimized and the whole transaction process could be 

significantly reduced. Most governments raise income through tax to enable them to finance 

development projects that are meant to improve the economy of a given country or the 

region. In most countries like Kenya, Rwanda, and Tanzania, house rental taxation has been 

classified as economic. In developing nations, statistics indicate that less than half of property 

owners and developers comply with rental income tax requirements (Sirr et al, 2017). 

Regardless of sanctions like penalties, armed monitoring, routine audits and fines, lack of 

documentation to proof exact amount of rental income to base on when computing payable 

tax is a limitation to revenue collections (Karanja, 2015). According to Mwangi (2014), one 

of the main tax evasion reasons in personal income generating is lack of correct reference 

information such as rent income details, which tend to lead taxpayers to evade tax. It‘s 

therefore important to put in place a mechanism that will help in ensuring that all landlords 

provide correct information to compute taxes (Ayuba, Saad &Ariffin, 2016). This would 

improve the current situation where landlords file tax based on paper based records.  
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Blockchain is a new and emerging technology on the market. It is an information technology 

with multiple classes of application for example, any form of asset registry, exchange or 

inventory (Swan, 2015). Blockchain is a decentralized transaction technology first developed 

for Bitcoin cryptocurrency (Yli-Huumo et al, 2016), but every area of economics, finance, 

and money could be included in the technology. The technology uses ledgers (a distributed 

database architecture) to register any kind of information (Pinna & Ruttenberg, 2016) and has 

the potential to shorten the transaction time in any kind of transaction and make systems 

more transparent and reliable.  

 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

 

The current management strategy employed by real estate owners depends on a number of 

intermediaries, including brokers, agents and banking service providers. The process of 

renting a house involves a great deal of bureaucracy and estate intermediary fees. When a 

property is let, the agreed terms such as rental duration and monthly payments due are laid 

out in tenancy agreements; a predominantly paper-based and hand-signed form of contract. 

This has led to slow, expensive, and brittle transactions with transparency and integrity 

issues. Problems with the current system involve the excess of paper documents required, 

lengthy bank transfer times, and high estate agent fees. Research proves that it can take up to 

a day when transferring funds between different banks or longer for larger amounts, which 

can incur extra charges. Furthermore, the current management strategy has a potential of 

transaction records manipulation such that the government tax authorities might not have 

clear or true transaction records for auditing and filing taxes. This warrants or permits tax 

evasion or under filling of tax as well as having false information for government tax 

administrations, and tax advisory organizations for making tax-related decisions. While there 

is a wide range of technologies that have been employed for real estate and housing market, 

there is a need for technologies to allow Immutable and Autonomous payment of a rental fee 

in a transparent, conflict-free way while avoiding the services of a middleman. 
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1.3 Purpose of the Study 

The primary concern of the study was to come up with a blockchain based smart contract 

model to reduce operational costs while managing a rental house and consequently lowering 

the rental fee. This would be realized by reducing the current great deal of bureaucracy around 

real estate property management. 

 

1.4 Objectives of the study 

 

i) To explore the weakness of existing models used in real estate property management.  

ii) To design a blockchain based smart contract model for real estate property management. 

iii) To develop the blockchain based smart contract prototype for real estate property 

management. 

iv) To validate and verify the implemented smart contract model prototype  

 

 

1.5 Research Questions  

 

The research seeks to answer the following questions; 

 

i) What are the existing models used in managing real estate property? 

ii) How can a model based on a blockchain smart contract for the real estate industry be 

designed? 

iii) How can blockchain based smart contract prototype for the real estate industry are 

implemented? 

iv) How can the implemented blockchain based smart contract model prototype be validated and 

verified? 
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1.6 Research Contributions 

 

The output of this study includes the following deliverables; 

i) A report of the existing real estate property management models. 

ii)  Model design for the real estate industry based on blockchain smart contract. 

iii)  Prototype of a blockchain based smart contract implementation model to assist real 

estate crews. 

iv)  Validation and Verification report on the functionality of the real estate blockchain 

smart contract model prototype. 

 

1.7 Justification of the Study 

 

Frictions in a process are hardwired into the market structure, for the rental fee, transaction 

costs can constitute up to 10% of the total rental fee (Swan & Melanie, 2015). Entire 

industries have emerged for the sole drive of getting the most out of the inefficiencies that 

exist around transactions. The situation in less advanced markets is time and again even more 

cumbersome. According to Reiss (2012), Real estate transactions currently rests on a number 

of intermediaries, including brokers, dealers, agents, and banks service providers, etc. The 

unstructured nature of transactions leads to an exasperating situation by increasing the cost of 

doing business. The use of smart contract explored in this research reduces transaction cost 

and reduces the chaotic business in housing market industry. Accordingly, reducing 

transaction cost in the long run saves millions of money lost in expensive procedural 

transactions. At the higher levels, blockchain based tamper proof transaction records showed 

in the developed model can be used by the government tax authorities for auditing and filing 

taxes. This will reduce the cases of tax evasion as well as helping government tax 

administrations, and tax advisory organizations in making tax-related decisions. 

 

1.8 Scope of the Study 

 

This research primarily focused on developing a blockchain based smart contract model for 

the real estate industry to allow Immutable payment of a rental fee in a transparent, conflict-

free way while avoiding the services of a middleman. A review of existing models for 

managing real estate property was done. A blockchain based smart contract model was 
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designed, implemented and validated to prove the potential viability of blockchain based 

application in real estate as a solution to issues mentioned in this study. Two rental agents 

were involved in the evaluation to determine the model viability and practical potential of 

smart contract in real estate property management. The entire research used PDIOI research 

design by Huawei and the system of smart contracts was designed based on a five-type model 

by Monax. The model was developed with the lite server, truffle framework, nodeJS and 

web3 JSON RPC(s) in interactive functions. The model was designed to ensure security and 

immutable traceability of transaction records. The model was tested on Ethereum test 

networks to reduce the research cost and ensure a safe environment for testing and 

experimenting. It is worth highlighting, however, that no security or privacy liabilities outside 

of the blockchain have been resolved with this implementation and that blockchain based 

smart contract model for real estate is not a substitute for real estate agents. It can only be 

used to ensure transparency and traceability of the rental fee.   

 

1.9 Limitations of the Study 

 

Although the general realization by developing blockchain based smart contract model for real 

estate industry in this study there were, some limitations which included: 

 

i) Limited test ethers: faucet gives out single ether for testing in 18 hours. This slowed 

the development process of the model. 

ii) The Criminal Connection: Since its launch, Bitcoin has long been associated with the 

shadowy dealings of the black market and the dark web. Because this is the first 

interaction of the public with blockchain technology, this connection has persisted with 

Bitcoin, altcoins, and the technology underlying it as well.  This resulted to model 

resistance during testing and evaluation. 

 

1.10 Assumptions of the Study 

 

i) The study assumed that the model developed can be scaled to other domains with 

regard to the emerging decentralized economic system that is cryptocurrencies.  

ii) The study also assumed that the government will implement a policy to guide and 

issue a legal tender to cryptocurrencies. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

 

This section presents existing real estate industry management models and comprehensive 

overview of blockchain technology, followed by an in-depth look at Ethereum network and 

Smart contract. The conceptual frameworks and model implementation overview for the 

study will also be presented and discussed. 

 

2.1 Real Estate Management  

 

Real estate management involves putting in place procedures to ensure the smooth running of 

a real estate property (Cooke et al., 2018). In tenant-focused property management, firms are 

committed to creating a safe and enjoyable experience for those in their communities. They 

do this by offering the highest quality properties at competitive pricing and by forging sincere 

relationships with their tenants. Precisely, their goal is to create positive experiences for 

tenants. The major areas of responsibility include; Administration and Risk Management, 

Tenant and Occupancy. However, in the digital world, ―Real estate management‖ involves 

the use of technology to manage real estate property. The real estate transactions records are 

saved and managed in a standard format by assurances needed to complete transactions 

(Ullah et al., 2018). 

 

Real estate is fundamental to everything we do; we need real estate property to live in, work 

in, and for leisure. It is not only an important commercial and industrial resource but is also 

home to many national and international investment funds.  According to Hugo (2018), 

today, more people live in cities than in rural areas, and urbanization continues to grow 

around the world. This increases the magnitude of financial transactions and transparency 

challenges.  Therefore, a technology to manage such transaction records is needed. This 

thesis explored blockchain technology to aid in reducing such challenges. 
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2.2 Existing Models Used In Real Estate Property Management 

 

To appreciate the importance of technology products, there needs to be a reason for the 

technology to exist. Therefore, to justify the need for a new blockchain smart contract, the 

existing real-world alternative needs to exhibit inefficiencies in their use cases. That is why 

blockchain technology is rapidly hitting the mainstream and according to a World Economic 

Forum survey of executives and ICT experts, 57.9% of the respondents believe that 10% of 

the global GDP information will be stored on blockchain technology by 2025 (Kuznetsov et 

al, 2018). For that case Industry players now realize that blockchain-based smart contracts 

can play a much larger role in real estate dealings, potentially transforming core real estate 

operations such as property transactions (Wong, 2018). The following are existing smart 

contract systems for real estate management that have been analyzed by the researcher. 

 

2.2.1 E-Resident Platform in Kenya 

 

KCB Bank Kenya Limited in partnership with E-Resident Limited designed E-resident 

Platform to aid in the management of rental payment for the real estate market (Daniels, 

2018). E-Resident has been publicized to offer a host of benefits such as security, 

convenience and cut collection cost for landlords and agents. The benefits apply to tenants 

too who will not have to deal with agents or queue at the bank to make payments. The 

platform also makes tracking of payments easier since the money is sent from any of the 

money transfer platforms straight to the bank. Accounting functions such as reconciliation 

make it easier for agents and property owners to see in real-time the amount paid and the 

amount due at any given time. This innovation was crafted to cut across multiple payment 

channels such as credit and debit card, mobile money transfer as well as bank deposits. This 

model also designed to ensure customer‘s right to privacy and right to access information 

with lawful restrictions therein as provided for in the Constitution of Kenya.  
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2.2.2 SPENN Mobile-based Platform 

 

SPENN is a mobile-based platform for banking application that was designed to enable 

Rwandans to make a range of financial transactions (bizimungu, 2018). SPENN was 

developed by Block-bonds, a Norwegian financial technology company. The application 

allows smartphone users to transact and pay for goods and services. Unlike many other 

blockchain technology platforms, SPENN uses a different model whereby it removes the 

need for cash by digitalizing national currencies. As a user, after downloading and registering 

with the app, you immediately have a digital account and the ability to transact and interact 

with others in the financial system. Using blockchain technology, Block-bonds is bringing 

ease in transacting as SPENN account holders are able to keep track of the transactions and 

funds on their accounts. The mobile banking platform doesn‘t only target the unbanked but 

also the banked to ultimately bring efficiency and effectiveness in the way people transact 

and make payments in the country. 

 

2.2.3 Deed-coin Agent Location 

 

Deed-coin platform allows searching for a real estate agent. It replaces the way you find your 

next real estate agent. Instead of finding next agent on google for higher commission, 

customers access deed-coin platform, input their property information, and link up with their 

local Deed agent for a 1% commission. Deed customers use DEED to decide the commission 

or rebate before linking with the Deed agent (Arruñada, 2018). All discounts are reflected on 

the standard HUD forms during a property closing and all homes are listed or purchased 

through standard MLS. Customers have access to a groundbreaking technology dashboard 

allowing 24/7 access to an agent or licensed transaction assistant. DEED tokens will access a 

better real estate network that is already usable in 130+ cities and all 50 states. This 

streamlines real estate to run on 1%, allowing future commissions to be set by the free market 

based on the price of DEED.  
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2.2.4 The Bit-property Platform. 

 

Bit-property is a decentralized real estate platform powered by Ethereum smart contracts that 

aim at giving users a seamless, quick, and low-cost way to own and trade real estate revenue 

streams (Bitproperty, 2017). It has two types of token: the BTP platform token and individual 

property asset tokens. BTP tokens represent the inherent value of the platform and provide 

holders with income from transaction fees within the platform in proportion to the amount 

they own. BTP tokens also pay income from the energy revenues of Bit-property's solar farm. 

Asset tokens will be issued for each property listed on the platform. The number of tokens 

issued against a specific property represents the value of that property. Token holders get 

income dependent on the performance of the asset and the stake that they hold.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Bitproperty Platform (Bitproperty, 2017) 
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2.3 Design of Blockchain Based Smart Contract Models 

 

The constituent parts of a blockchain based model include Blockchain, distributed ledger, 

consensus algorithm, smart contracts, and cryptocurrency.  These are discussed in this section 

 

2.3.1 Blockchain Overview 

 

Blockchain is technology originally developed as the accounting method for the virtual 

currency Bitcoin (Eskandari et al., 2018). Blockchain uses distributed ledger technology 

(DLT) and is appearing in a variety of commercial applications today (Lipton, 2018). 

Currently, the technology is primarily used to verify transactions, within digital currencies 

though it is possible to digitize code and insert practically any document into the blockchain. 

Doing so creates an indelible record that cannot be changed. Furthermore, the record‘s 

authenticity can be verified by the entire community using the blockchain instead of a single 

centralized authority. The sustained high level of robust security demonstrated by public 

crypto-currencies has shown to the world that this new wave of blockchain technologies can 

provide efficiencies and intangible technological benefits very similar to what the internet has 

done (Freund & Stanko, 2018). 

 

Within the blockchain is a block that is the ‗current‘ part of a blockchain, which records some 

or all of the recent transactions (Ozercan et al., 2018). Once completed, a block goes into the 

blockchain as a permanent database. Each time a block gets completed, a new one is 

generated. There is a countless number of such blocks in the blockchain, connected to each 

other (like links in a chain) in proper linear, chronological order. Every block contains a hash 

of the previous block. The blockchain has complete information about different user 

addresses and their balances right from the genesis block to the most recently completed 

block. Blockchain transaction works broadly as follows: 

 

i) Transaction Initiation: One party (the sender) creates a transaction and transmits it to 

the network.  

ii) Transaction Authentication: The nodes (computers and users) of the peer network 

receive the message and authenticate its validity by decrypting the digital signature.  
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iii) Block Creation: Pending transactions are put together in an updated version of the 

ledger, called a block, by one of the nodes in the network.  

iv) Block Validation: The validator nodes of the network receive the proposed block and 

work to validate it through an iterative process that requires consensus from the 

majority of the network.  

v) Block Chaining: If all transactions are validated, the new block is ―chained‖ into the 

blockchain, and the new current state of the ledger is broadcast to the network.  

 

Blockchain contains sequence of blocks, which holds a complete list of transaction records 

like conventional public ledger (Lee, 2015). The figure below demonstrates an example of a 

blockchain. Each block points to the immediately previous block via a reference that is 

essentially a hash value of the previous block called parent block. It is worth noting that uncle 

blocks (children of the block‘s ancestors) hashes would also be stored in Ethereum 

blockchain (Buterin, 2014). The first block of a blockchain is called genesis block which has 

no parent block.  

 

 

 

Figure 4 an example of blockchain which consists of a continuous sequence of blocks 

(Cachin, 2016) 

 

The block body is composed of a transaction counter and transactions. The maximum number 

of transactions that a block can contain depends on the block size and the size of each 

transaction. Blockchain uses an asymmetric cryptography mechanism to validate the 

authentication of transactions (Aitzhan & Svetinovic, 2018). A digital signature based on 

asymmetric cryptography is used in an untrustworthy environment.   
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To carry out blockchain transaction, a digital currency called cryptocurrency is involved. A 

cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency designed to work as a medium of exchange in a 

blockchain based transaction (Zheng et al, 2016). It uses cryptography to secure and verify 

transactions as well as to control the creation of new units of a particular cryptocurrency 

(Barber et al, 2012). Essentially, cryptocurrencies are limited entries in a database that no one 

can change unless specific conditions are fulfilled. Presently accepted digital currencies 

include Litecoin, Ripple, Ethereum and Bitcoin (Atzori, 2015). In this research, Ethereum 

ether is used for mining and digital Ethereum ETokens for real estate transactions.  

 

All transactions carried out in blockchain infrastructure is recorded in a public distributed 

ledger. A distributed ledger is a type of database that is shared, replicated, and synchronized 

among the members of a network (Cohen et al, 2017). The distributed ledger records the 

transactions, such as the exchange of assets or data, among the participants in the network. 

Participants in the network govern and agree by consensus on the updates to the records in 

the ledger (Robles et al, 2018). No central, third-party mediator, such as a financial institution 

or clearinghouse, is involved. Every record in the distributed ledger has a timestamp and 

unique cryptographic signature, thus making the ledger an auditable history of all transactions 

in the network. In short, blockchain can be described as a network of computers, each having 

an identical copy of the database (distributed) and changing its state (records) by common 

agreement based on pure mathematics, with no need for any central server or agent to entrust. 

 

Before a blockchain transaction is recorded to a distributed ledger, a transactions validation 

using consensus is performed. Consensus is the mechanism by which the nodes agree 

whether a transaction and block are valid or not. As mentioned above, transactions need to be 

validated by the nodes. Nodes are parties with the ability to vote on the validity of a 

transaction (ACM Digital Library, 2006).This often requires processes to agree on some data 

value that is needed during computation. How to reach a consensus in a distributed 

environment is a challenge. Blockchains are inherently decentralized systems which consist of 

different actors who act depending on their incentives and on the information that is available 

to them (Wright & Filippi, 2015). Whenever a new transaction gets broadcasted to the 

network, nodes have the option to include that transaction to the copy of their ledger or to 

ignore it. When the majority of the actors which comprise the network decide on a single 

acceptable state, a ‗consensus‘ is achieved. For cryptocurrency exchanges, smart contracts 

and distributed ledger based on blockchain to be led effectively, they should be affirmed by 
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the blockchain. These affirmations depend on what is alluded to as consensus mechanisms. 

These mechanisms empower the system to continue working regardless of whether some of 

its members are coming up short.  Below presents several common methods to reach a 

consensus in the blockchain distributed network. 

 

i) Proof of Work 

 

This is a protocol that has the main goal of preventing cyber-attacks such as a distributed 

denial-of-service attack (DDoS) which has the purpose of exhausting the resources of a 

computer system by sending multiple fake requests (Tahir et al, 2018). Proof of work is a 

requirement to define an expensive computer calculation, also called mining that needs to be 

performed in order to create a new group of trustless transactions on a blockchain distributed 

ledger. The mining process verifies the legitimacy of a transaction, or avoiding the double-

spending and also to create new digital currency by rewarding miners for performing the 

previous task. Anytime a transaction using POW algorithm is set, Transactions are bundled 

together into a block and miners verify that transactions within each block are legitimate 

(Bergstra & Burgess, 2018). To do so, miners should solve a mathematical puzzle known as 

proof-of-work problem and a reward is given to the first miner who solves each blocks 

problem (Miraz, & Donald, 2018). The verified transactions are stored in the public 

blockchain as a new block creating chain of blocks (Blockchain). Although this algorithm 

reduces fraud, it is power intensive thus inefficient for large production networks. 

 

ii) POS (Proof of Stake) 

 

Proof of stake is an energy-saving alternative to PoW. Miners in PoS have to prove the 

ownership of the amount of currency. It is believed that people with more currencies would 

be less likely to attack the network (Caubet, 2018). The selection based on the account 

balance is quite unfair because the single richest person is bound to be dominant in the 

network. As a result, many solutions are proposed with the combination of the stake size to 

decide which one to forge the next block.  
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iii) Kraft  

 

Zheng (2016) proposed this as a new consensus method to ensure that a block is generated in 

a relatively stable speed. It is known that high blocks generation rate compromise network‘s 

security. So the GHOST (Greedy Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree) chain selection rule is 

proposed to solve this problem. Instead of the longest branch scheme, GHOST weights the 

branches and miners could choose the better one to follow.  

 

iv) Peer-To-Peer Consensus Algorithm  

 

Chepurnoy (2016) presented this consensus algorithm for peer-to-peer blockchain systems 

where anyone who provides non-interactive proofs of retrieving the past state snapshots 

based on agreed to generate the block. In such a protocol, miners only have to store old block 

headers instead of full blocks. 

 

There are mainly three types of Blockchains that have emerged after Bitcoin introduced 

Blockchain to the world: public blockchain, private blockchain and consortium blockchain 

(Guo & Liang, 2016). 

 

i) Public blockchain- all records in this blockchain are visible to the public and 

everyone could take part in the consensus process. Here no one is in charge and 

anyone can participate in reading/writing/auditing the blockchain (Sato & Matsuo, 

2017). These types of blockchain are open and transparent hence anyone can review 

anything at a given point of time on a public blockchain. For example 

Bitcoin, Litecoin and ethereum (Gervais et al, 2016).  

 

ii) Private blockchain- This is a private property owned by an individual or an 

organization. Only those nodes that come from one specific organization would be 

allowed to join the consensus process (Rouhani & Deters, 2017). Unlike public 

blockchain, this chain has an in charge who looks after important things such as 

selectively giving access to read or vice versa. Here the consensus is achieved on the 

whims of the central in-charge who can give mining rights to anyone or not give at all. 

This makes it centralized again where various rights are exercised and vested in a 
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central trusted party but yet it is cryptographically secured from the company‘s point 

of view and more cost-effective for them. For Example Bank-chain.  

 

 

iii) Consortium blockchain- This blockchain tries to remove the sole autonomy which 

gets vested in just one entity by using private blockchains. It ensures that only a group 

of pre-selected nodes would participate in the consensus process of a consortium 

blockchain. Such that instead of one in charge, there would be more than one in 

charge. Fundamentally, a group of companies or representative individuals come 

together and make decisions for the best benefit of the entire network (Li et al, 2018). 

Such groups are named consortiums or a federation.  

 

Table 1 Comparisons among public blockchain, consortium blockchain and private 

blockchain (Lin & Liao, 2017) 

Feature Private chain Federation chain Public chain 

Efficiency High High  Low  

Consensus 

determination  

One organization A selected set of nodes  All miners  

Reading 

permissions 

Could be public or 

restricted 

Could be public or 

restricted  

Public  

Immutability Could be tampered Could be tampered  Nearly impossible to 

tamper  

Centralization  Yes Partial  No  

Consensus 

process 

Permissioned Permissioned  Permission less  

 

 

The above discussed blockchain types exhibit the following common features; 

 

a) Decentralization- In most conventional centralized transaction systems, the transaction 

requires to be authorized through the central trusted parties (such as the central bank) 

inevitably causing the cost and the performance hold-ups at the central servers. Inversely, 

a transaction in the blockchain network can be conducted between any two peers (P2P) 

without the authentication by the central agency (Tosh, 2017). Therefore, blockchain 
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technology is effective tool for decentralizing the web. And it does possess the power to 

bring massive changes in the industries (Swan, 2015).  

 

b)  Immutability-Since each of the transactions spreading across the network needs to be 

confirmed and recorded in blocks distributed in the whole network, it is nearly impossible 

to tamper. Additionally, each broadcasted block would be validated by other nodes and 

transactions would be checked. So any falsification could be detected easily.  

 

c) Anonymity-Each user can interact with the blockchain network with a generated address. 

Further, a user could generate many addresses to avoid identity exposure. There is no 

longer any central party keeping users‘ private information. This mechanism preserves a 

certain amount of privacy on the transactions included in the blockchain. Note that 

blockchain cannot guarantee the perfect privacy preservation due to the intrinsic 

constraint that are yet to be discussed. 

 

d) Auditability- Since each of the transactions on the blockchain is validated and recorded 

with a timestamp, users can easily verify and trace the previous records through accessing 

any node in the distributed network (Zheng et al, 2016). This improves the traceability 

and the transparency of the data stored in the blockchain 

 

2.3.2 Smart Contracts 

 

Smart contracts are self-executing programs with terms of the agreement between two or 

more parties being directly written into lines of code that runs on the blockchain network 

(Atzei, 2017). The code and the agreements contained therein exist across a distributed, 

decentralized blockchain network (Luu et al, 2016).  Kosba and others (2016), argues that 

contracts permit trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among different, 

anonymous parties without the need for a central trusted party, legal system, or external 

enforcement mechanism. They render transactions traceable, transparent, and irreversible. 

Smart contracts help to exchange currency, possessions, stocks, lease of assets or whatever of 

value in a clear, conflict-free manner while avoiding the services of a middleman.  As shown 

in the following figures, the difference between traditional contracts and the present smart 

contract can be seen. The traditional middlemen is replaced by auto-executable contract code. 
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Figure 5 A Simple visualization of traditional contract having intermediaries (CB Insights, 

2017) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 an example of working smart contract (CB Insights, 2017) 

 

i) Ethereum Based Solidity Smart Contract 

Ethereum smart contract used in this study is an example of a blockchain based smart 

contract. Ethereum is an open software platform based on blockchain technology that enables 

developers to build and deploy decentralized applications (Atzei et al, 2017). Ethereum 
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blockchain miners work to earn Ether, a type of crypto token that fuels the network (Zhang et 

al, 2016). Ether is also used by application developers to pay for transaction fees and services 

on the Ethereum network (Bartoletti & Pompianu, 2017). According to Khan and others 

(2018), Ethereum Based Solidity smart contract is an autonomous solidity code that resides 

on the Ethereum blockchain. The code is implemented using solidity programming language.  

The currency of the system is ether which is used to pay for the transaction fees and the 

computation involved when the smart contracts are run (Pãnescu & Manta, 2018). The units 

of ether conversion are in the table below:  

 

Table 2 Ether Unit Conversion (Pãnescu & Manta, 2018) 

 

ether Other units 

1 288.31 USD 

1 wei 

1012 szabo 

1015 finney 

018 ether 

 

Ethereum network supports two types of accounts: externally owned accounts and contract 

accounts. Externally owned accounts are owned by individuals and are controlled by their 

associated private key, whereas contract accounts are controlled by their contract code. Both 

types of account are referred to by their 20-byte address and have an ether balance associated 

with them (Vitalik, 2017). The accounts also store a nonce, to prevent double spending, as 

well as a storage field (Surcouf et al, 2018). Externally owned accounts are able to send 

transactions whereas contract accounts can only send messages. Only contract accounts can 

have corresponding code which is executed upon receiving a transaction or message (Cronie 

& Nolan, 2018). 
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2.4 Research Gap 

 

From the literature, the researcher has noted that there is a gap in the existing models 

explored in section 2.1. The discussion below seeks to elaborate on these gaps; 

 

E-Resident in Kenya is a web-based platform that focuses only on creating convenience to 

tenants who will not have to deal with agents or queue at the bank to make rental payments. 

This platform aside from creating convenience, it does not address all of the above mentioned 

real estate property management Conundrum. The Bit-property smart contract platform aside 

from being decentralized smart contract platform that aims at giving users a seamless, quick, 

and low-cost way to own and trade real estate revenue streams, it does not address issues 

surrounding renting a rental property.  

 

On the other hand, SPENN is a blockchain mobile-based platform for banking application 

that only enables users to make a range of financial transactions including rental fees 

payment. This model tries to removes the need for cash by digitalizing national currencies as 

an effort to reduce corruption within any chain of distribution; however, it does not entirely 

troubleshoot the real estate issues stated in section 4.1.1of this research. For the case of 

DEED'S platform, it focuses on reducing challenges in finding real estate agent and the 

decision on the best commission. Therefore it does not meet the design requirements for a 

blockchain based model and the overall objective of this study.  

 

Although the existing models examined seek to improve real estate management, not much 

on reducing frictions in Claiming of deposit, eliminating intermediaries, Enforcement of 

tenants‘ rights and obligations,  reducing Conflict between tenants and landlord over late 

payment of rent or reducing cases of Unexplained Rent Increments which are the core  issues 

highlighted in the SDGs and the big four agenda. The management approach in the real estate 

industry specifically housing market need to consider Ethereum Based Solidity Smart 

Contract Model for Housing Marketbest practices. This study therefore, aims to bridge the 

gap by designing Smart Contract Model for Housing Marketwith a more comprehensive 

approach that reduces the above-mentioned issues. 
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2.5 Conceptual Framework of the Study 

The diagram below shows the conceptual framework showing interaction between involved parties.  

 

Figure 7 conceptual framework  
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Ethereum Based Solidity Smart Contract Model for Housing Market is therefore designed as 

a solution to the challenges facing the housing market industry. The model will have the 

following modules; A User Registration module for both the tenant and the landlord, User 

login and authentication module that will be regulating access to only authorized users, Smart 

contract to automate transaction and create immutable transaction blocks of records, personal 

wallet to store individual ethers and contract walled to store deposits, and a chain of 

transaction blocks. The model must be very robust as it will be holding cash, must not show 

any authentication details, due to occupancies being private matters, and must have an 

intuitive and simple user interface for non-technical/Amateurish users. The tenant will be 

paying the deposit in ether to the smart contract which is storing the logic for the model, 

therefore not subject to long bank processing times and high fees in the case of international 

payments. The funds are locked in until the end of the tenancy when the landlord can decide 

the appropriate deduction amount. An arbitrator makes the final decision for the withdrawal 

split in the case of a dispute. In addition to the deposit being paid in ether, using smart 

contracts facilitates the rent installments to also be paid to the landlord in ether. The smart 

contract enforces logic on these payments, such as preventing the rent from being overpaid or 

transferred after the tenancy is complete. This automatic payment will involve the user 

allowing program access to their account in order to transfer rent on their behalf. 
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2.6 Prototype Implementation Overview 

 

 

Figure 8 Prototype implementation overview with different users and their interactions with 

the blockchain and system of smart contracts which exist on the blockchain Source: 

(Researcher, 2019) 

 

To sum up, this chapter explored existing literature on the existing models used in real estate 

property management. It furthermore explained the theories underpinning blockchain as a 

public ledger of executed transactions and finally presented a blockchain based smart contract 

design for real estate property management.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the research methodology adopted in this study. According to Kumar, 

research methodology is a systematic way to solve a problem. Its aim is to give the work plan 

of research. To achieve the study objectives a proof of concept (POC) methodology was 

adopted to prove the concept of resolving the weaknesses of the existing models for real estate 

property management using a blockchain based smart contract model. The proof of concept 

was carried out in five steps namely planning, designing, implementation, operation and 

improvement (PDIOI). The POC focused on coming up with a Solidity Smart Contract Based 

on Ethereum Network. 

 

3.1 Proof of Concept  

 

Proof of concept (PoC) is a realization of a certain method or idea in order to demonstrate 

its feasibility or a demonstration in principle with the aim of verifying that some concept or 

theory has practical potential (Cedarbaum, 2018). The use of proof of concept approach in 

this thesis gave an opportunity to demonstrate and verify the practical potential of smart 

contract in real estate management. The model was meant to be cheaper and less complex 

than the system it models as proposed in (Gordon, 2014), therefore this allowed the 

researcher to better understand and utilize the model to perform experiments that would not 

be better carried out in a real environment because of cost implications (Rezaee, 2018). 

 

 PoC is characterized with the aim of avoiding spending a lot of money (resources) on 

something that is not viable market-wise or technology-wise. One can get tangible proof that 

his/her idea is worthwhile and that will be difficult to argue against other project 

stakeholders. This allows with high probability to determine the value of the project even 

before the beginning of the development process.  
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3.1.1 The Proof of Concept Procedure Stages 

 

A Proof of Concept (POC) can either be a Prototype without code or an MVP (Minimum 

Viable Product) with a minimal feature set with a week zero. As pointed in planning in 

section 3.2 this research used proof-of-concept plan to address how the proposed model will 

support organizational goals, objectives and other upcoming business requirements. This 

involves clearly defining criteria for success, documentation for how the proof of concept 

will be carried out, an evaluation component; and a proposal for how to move forward should 

the POC prove to be successful. This study by use of focus group defined user requirements 

and evaluation criteria via user stories as shown in chapter 4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 the proof of concept procedure stages (Oliveira et al, 2015) 

 

During Week Zero, this research did a literature review to prove the need for Blockchain 

based solutions for real estate management as presented in chapter 2 and part of background 

and justification of this research in chapter 1. It showed how blockchain smart contracts 

would improve manageability or efficiency. Thereafter, it demonstrated how to map the 

goals/problems to a possible solution as shown in chapter four. The prototype was 

purposefully extremely rudimentary as the researcher fully planned on not reusing any of the 

prototypes in this state in later stages. In general this stage (week Zero) gave a clear 

theoretical postulate ready to be tested.  
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In this research again, the prototype is needed to affirm and demonstrate the feasibility and 

practical potential of the proposed idea. This informed and enabled the researcher and other 

decision-makers to determine how best to develop the product when it moves into full 

production for a final, market-ready item as pointed in (Segura, 2018).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 Prototyping process (inquvent, 2017) 

 

Similarly, a minimum viable product (MVP) came after successful prototyping of the proof 

of concept (Schmidts, 2018). In this stage, the idea was to create a product with a minimum 

set of features that were viable enough to test the research fundamental assumptions. The 

MVP was used to prove the proposed models postulate with minimal resources. To prove that 

the model designed is an achievable solution, a PoC has been built. Chapter 4 contains a 

description of how this PoC has been implemented and a discussion on the design 

considerations. Furthermore, descriptions of the use cases that are defined for the PoC are 

given. The PoC has been created and tested. The results of these model and tests are used to 

validate the model and PoC. This process is described in Chapter 4. 
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3.2 PDIOI Approach  

 

The Approach chosen for this research was Planning, Design, Implementation, Operation, 

and Improvement. PDIOI is Huawei methodology for Implementing Enterprise Engineering 

Project (IEEP). This methodology was ultimate as it aided in improving agility, Speeding 

processes, and Reducing and addressing complexities during the PoC artifact implementation. 

As shown in this figure 11 below, PDIOI lifecycle involves five closely related phases.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Plan, Design, Implement, Operate, and Improve source (Huawei, 2019) 

 

i) Planning  

 

Planning is the initial phase of the proposed model. The model‘s background, requirements 

and objectives analysis are done as well as determining the technological roadmap as 

presented from section 4.2. It reviewed the proposed model from a macro view and aims to 

set a framework for the entire research and determines the general orientation, which directly 

influences model achievements. It also determines the model scope, which is the prerequisite 

for budgets and resources allocation. It defines responsibilities for matching the research and 

relevant systems respectively. Guiding principles for the research design are clarified 

providing guidance and basis for future work. In general, this phase grasps the general 

background of the research, ensuring a sound exterior environment for smooth development.  
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ii) Design 

 

In the design phase, designs based on the model requirements and guidelines specified in the 

planning phase are implemented through technological methods. Design phase follows the 

modular design principle and hierarchical architecture is used in each module as shown in 

section 3.2.1. It determines device selection, technological roadmap, model functions, and 

performance specifications. The starting-up activities for the model and technology selection 

were done in this stage as shown in section 4.2.3.  

 

iii) Implementation 

 

During the implementation stage, the model was built and the additional components were 

incorporated according to the design specifications, Supporting infrastructure and governance 

as shown in section 4.2 and 4-3.  

 

iv) Operation 

 

Throughout the operate phase, the researcher proactively monitored the working and vital 

signs of the model to improve service quality; reduce disruptions; mitigate outages; and 

maintain high availability, reliability, and security. It provided an efficient framework and 

operational tools to respond to problems, avoid costly downtime and interruption. It also 

allowed upgrades, moves, additions, and changes while effectively reducing model operation 

defects.  

 

 

v) Improve 

 

The purpose of the model optimization phase was to improve model performances, security, 

and user experience. This enabled the developed model to meet service requirements. 

Optimization includes hardware optimization, software optimization, expansion, and 

technology update.  
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3.2.1 Smart Contracts Design 

 

Every non-trivial Dapp will require more than one contract to work well. According to Beck 

(2016), there is no way to write a secure and scalable smart contract back-end without 

distributing the data and logic over multiple. Therefore, the designed architecture of the 

model as system of smart contracts is based on the design principle of having different types 

of contracts to perform different classes of tasks. To classify the contracts, a model called 

"The Five Types Model" is used (Monax, 2017), although not all of the five models are 

actually used in this PoC. This model divides contracts into Database contracts, Controller 

contracts, Contract managing contracts, Application logic contracts and Utility contracts.  

 

i) Database contracts 

 

These Contracts are used only as data storage. The only logic they need is functions that 

allow other contracts to write to, update and get data, and some simple way of checking caller 

permissions (whatever those permissions may be). 

 

ii) Controller Contracts 

 

One step up in the layer of abstraction is a contract for controlling database contracts. These 

contracts operate on storage contracts. In a flexible system, both controllers and databases 

can be replaced by other, similar contracts that share the same public API (although this is 

not always needed). Controllers can be advanced, and could, for example, do batch 

reads/writes, or read from and write to multiple different databases instead of just one. They 

can also act on multiple database contracts. 

 

iii) Contract Managing Contracts (CMCs) 

 

These contracts are needed to control and manage the actions and existence of other 

contracts. Their main task is to keep track of all the contracts/components of the system, 

handle the communication between contracts and other components, and to make modular 

design easier. Keeping this functionality separate from normal business logic should be 

considered good practice, and has a number of positive effects on the system (as we will see 

later). 
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iv) Application logic contracts (ALCs) 

 

Any contract that is implementing application-specific code tasks through controllers is an 

application logic contract. Generally speaking, if the contract utilizes controllers and other 

contracts to perform application-specific tasks it's an ALC. 

 

v) Utility contracts 

 

These types of contracts usually perform a specific task and can be called by other contracts 

without restrictions. It involves some small, generic functions that can be outsourced into 

utility contracts that are highly specialized. It could be a contract that hashes strings using 

some algorithm, provide random numbers, or other things. They normally don't need a lot of 

storage, and often have few or no dependencies.  

 

Based on the above-proposed monax model and the PoC functional requirement, the model 

design proposes the following contracts.  
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Table 3 the contracts in the PoC of this study are the following Source: (Researcher, 

2019) 

 

EToken  A contract that creates tokens that are used in the PoC. The created 

Etokens are used for gas prices and rental fee. 

Interface  A composite contract that manages the RPC and links all other 

contracts. 

Migrations Migrations are JavaScript files that help to deploy contracts to the 

Ethereum network. These files are responsible for staging 

deployment tasks, and they're written under the assumption that 

the deployment needs will change over time.  

TenantInfoDb A database contract to store information about tenants. The 

information stored for each tenant is personal information and 

Addresses. A Tenant-struct is created for each Tenant to contain 

the corresponding data as well as a next and a prev-attribute so 

that a doubly-linked list can be used to iterate over them. 

CMC The contract-managing-contract is simply named CMC and 

contains a collection of the different contracts. All other contracts 

must be connected to the CMC or inherit from the class 

CmcEnabled. 

CmcEnabled Base class for contracts that are used in a CMC system 

Tenant Application logic contract for handling requests from Tenants such 

as retrieving making a payment, changing consent-level for a 

certain house description-Admin tuple, etc 

Landlord Application logic contract for handling requests from Landlords. 

These include adding new room features, payment or confirming 

that a certain feature has been posted 

ContractProvider Interface for getting contracts from Cmc. 
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3.2.2 Model Design Constructs 

 

The real estate model was subdivided to modules. The sections were organized according to 

functions to be achieved. The model functional sections are as listed below; 

 

i) The Smart Contract - To write an Ethereum smart contract Solidity programming 

language was used. It‘s a general-purpose programming language that uses a class 

(contract) and methods that define it. Solidity main purpose is to send and receive digital 

tokens as well as storing states.  

 

ii) Ethereum Wallets- To fully demonstrate the research objectives, three types of wallets 

on Ethereum were created: for the tenant, for the landlord, and for the contract 

respectively. 

 

iii) Dapp - The front end users are using Dapp to connect with the blockchain via the Smart 

Contract (Front End → Smart Contract → Blockchain). Truffle development framework 

for Ethereum was used. 
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Figure 12 Model Development  

 

3.2.3 Overview of Smart Contracts Model Design 

 

To manage the model through its entire life cycle, from setting up a structure to drawing up 

detailed plans, to executing and completing the project the following overview of the system 

of smart contracts for the Real Estate Management PoC figure was of help. It describes what 

the system is and what it does. Although, based on visualization technique by (Brown, 2016) 

not all smart contracts are included in the PoC for sake of clarity and relevance.   
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Figure 13 Overview of smart contract design Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

  

 

3.3 Model Evaluation 

 

As pointed by Davidson (2018), the model evaluation approach was based on the idea that 

―the purposes, goals or targets‖ of a research are determined at the start and the evaluation 

process will be used to establish whether the goals have actually been achieved and, if not, 

why not questions are used to amend missed functionalities. The developed model was 

evaluated using Goal-based evaluation technical whose main objective is to establish whether 

the prototype meets the set technical objectives (Fahmideh et al, 2018). The model evaluation 

details are presented in chapter 4. 
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3.3.1 Description of Evaluation Criteria 

 

The artifact (model) was evaluated according to the criteria: "functionality, completeness, 

consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, fit with the organization, and other 

relevant quality attributes" (Hevner et al, 2004).  However, given the novelty of blockchain 

technology, the scope of the thesis and the extension of the PoC, the artifact was evaluated 

according to all criteria. Abdu (2011) says a descriptive evaluation can be used only in the 

case where the technology is especially innovative and other methods may not be feasible. 

The Blockchain based Model for real estate fits those criteria and was therefore evaluated 

using two methods from the descriptive evaluation theory. 

 

i) Informed Argument use information from the knowledge base for example other 

research to build a convincing argument for the artifact‘s utility. 

ii) Scenarios a detailed scenario around the artifact was constructed to demonstrate its 

utility. 

 

The verification criterion was based on specification and description stated in section 4.1.1 

and table therein and validated based on model functions defined in section 4.2.1. This was 

pointed out in the section 4.4.1-2 ―Fulfillment of evaluation criteria‖. 

 

 

3.3.2: Selection Criteria for Model Testing 

 

In selecting the agencies for model testing, purposive sampling was adopted to ensure that 

only those agencies that use the IT service were included in the study to test the adequacy of 

the model. Purposive sampling (also known as judgment, selective or subjective sampling) is 

a sampling technique in which researcher relies on his or her own judgment when choosing 

members of population to participate in the study (Wiklund  & Jansson, 2019). This study 

used purposive sampling to ensure that all those agencies that have adopted IT-based service 

are used as the sampling frame of the study. To realize this, a list of all licensed property 

managers was obtained from the department of license and revenue of county government of 

Nakuru.  
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3.4 Ethical Consideration 

 

During the requirement gathering and model testing, several ethical considerations adhered. 

The researcher obtained information that further the purpose of this study towards coming up 

with a model to manage real estate. The ethical considerations were in line with regulating 

authorities‘ requirements. This was done by having an introductory letter from the Institute of 

postgraduate and research of Kabarak University and also, a permit obtained from the 

National Commission for Science Innovation and Technology (NACOSTI). The information 

that was obtained from the respondents was and will be treated with strict confidentiality. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

 

The above section described the research approach and the methodology that was used in 

validating the viability of the proposed idea and focused on achieving the objectives of this 

study and adequately answering the research questions. It described PDIOI (Planning, Design, 

Implementation, Operation, and Improvement) and POC (proof of concept) approach.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

4.0 Introduction 

 

This chapter presents the results of the study as per the research objectives presented in 

section 1.3. A report of the existing real estate property management models, a prototype of a 

blockchain based smart contract implementation model to assist real estate crews, and 

verification report on the functionality of the real estate blockchain smart contract model 

prototype is presented. 

 

4.1 Existing Models Used in Managing Real Estate Property 

 

This section presents results of objective one of the study which involved exploration of the 

weakness of existing models used in real estate property management. The Existing real 

estate management models reviewed in section 2.1 of this study included E-Resident, 

SPENN, Deed-coin and The Bit-property.  E-resident Platform was designed by KCB Bank 

Kenya Limited in partnership with E-Resident Limited and has been publicized to offer a host 

of benefits such as security, convenience and cut collection cost for landlords and agents. The 

platform also makes tracking of payments easier since the money is sent from any of the 

money transfer platforms straight to the bank. This model also designed to ensure customer‘s 

right to privacy and right to access information with lawful restrictions therein as provided 

for in the Constitution of Kenya. SPENN is a mobile-based platform for banking application 

that was designed to enable Rwandans to make a range of financial transactions. The 

application allows smartphone users to transact and pay for goods and services. Deed-coin 

platform allows searching for a real estate agent. Bit-property is a decentralized real estate 

platform powered by Ethereum smart contracts that aim at giving users a seamless, quick, and 

low-cost way to own and trade real estate revenue streams.  
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4.1.1 Weaknesses of the Existing Models  

 

To appreciate the importance of technology product, there needs to be a reason for the 

technology to exist. Therefore, to justify the need for a new blockchain smart contract for real 

estate, the existing real-world alternative needs to exhibit inefficiencies in their use cases. 

The set criteria for the existing models evaluation include; transaction transparency and 

immutability, decentralization (distributed ledger), presence intermediaries, implementation 

of rights and obligations, potential to reduce overall rental fee, fractions in claiming deposits  

conflicts over late payment, possibility of unexplained rent increments and possibility to 

enforce lease agreement. The table below presents the key of assessment criteria: 

 

Table 4 Key of Assessment Criteria 

S/N Assessment Criteria Traceability 

i)  Transparency A.  

ii)  Immutability B.  

iii)  Decentralization C.  

iv)  Presence Intermediaries  D.  

v)  Implementation of Rights and Obligations E.  

vi)  Potential To Reduce Overall Rental Fee F.  

vii)  Fractions in Claiming Deposits   G.  

viii)  Conflicts Over Late Payment H.  

ix)  Possibility of Unexplained Rent Increments I.  

x)  Possibility To Enforce Lease Agreement J.  
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Table 5 Existing Models Assessment 

Model A B C D E F G H I J 

           

E-Resident           

Bit-property           

SPENN           

EED'S           

 

 

The E-Resident platform in Kenya is a web-based platform that focuses only on creating 

convenience to tenants who will not have to deal with agents or queue at the bank to make 

rental payments. It does not allow transaction transparency, immutability or decentralization 

(distributed ledger). Its operation also encourages the need for trusted intermediaries such as 

the banks and agents thus increasing the rental fee. Furthermore, the model does not prevent 

the cases of unexplained rent increment or allow enforcement of lease agreement, rights and 

obligations. The Bit-property smart contract platform aside from being decentralized smart 

contract platform that aims at giving users a seamless, quick, and low-cost way to own and 

trade real estate revenue streams, it does not address issues surrounding renting a property.   

 

SPENN is a blockchain mobile-based platform for banking application that enables users to 

make a range of financial transactions. This model does not address property management 

requirements such agreements, to authorize occupants' rights or obligations. DEED'S 

platform focuses on reducing challenges in finding real estate agent and the decision on the 

best commission. It does not deal with real estate property management.  
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4.2 Design of Blockchain Based Smart Contract Model for Real Estate 

 

In this section, the design of the blockchain based smart contract model for real estate is 

presented. This addresses the attainment of research objective two of the study. First, the 

three different user archetypes are described along with user stories in order to provide 

functional specifications for the PoC and the model objectives. Further descriptions of the 

PoC such as quality attributes and how to set the system of smart contracts up with a 

blockchain are also given. Thereafter a schematic of the prototypical interactions on the 

blockchain is shown along with the interactions between the smart contracts. The suggested 

solution to the described problem uses the decentralized, trust-less and immutable properties 

of blockchain technology as well as permissions in the smart contracts. To be noted is, 

however, that no security or privacy liabilities outside of the blockchain have been resolved 

with this implementation. Some of the larger off-chain issues are mentioned in the model 

discussions. 

 

4.2.1 Defining Model Functional Requirements 

 

The implementation outlined in this thesis is limited to three archetypical users: Admin, 

Tenant, and Landlord. In order to describe the various functional requirements that users have 

on the application, user stories from focused group were written and are shown in the Table 

below. The different user types are thereafter defined more in detail. An effort was made to 

simplify the user stories and requirements to the bare minimum, while still keeping the PoC 

at a viable level of usability and security. 
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Table 6 User stories defining functional requirements and guiding the development of 

the model PoC Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

As a . . . I want to. . . Traceability 

admin Identify myself in a cryptographically secure manner upon 

accessing Tenant information on the blockchain, so that no 

unauthorized entities can access it. 

1.1 

Administrate (setup and maintaining accounts) the system. 1.2 

Landlord  Be able to see records of my tenants so that I can know the 

number and compute expected pay and when to expect payment. 

2.1 

Verify the tenant-account identity to know who has paid and who 

has not. 

2.2 

Be able to see how much rent has been collected, so that I can 

plan for service, bills, and further investment. 

2.3 

Set and Adjust the rent level to attract tenants to the property. 2.4 

Be able to Collect Rent from smart contract account each month 

and strictly enforcing late fees. 

2.5 

Identify myself in a cryptographically secure manner upon 

accessing landlord information on the blockchain, so that no 

unauthorized entities can access it. 

2.6 

Tenant  Be able to create an account through registration. 3.1 

Identify myself in a cryptographically secure manner upon 

accessing my personal information on the blockchain. 

3.2 

Be able to see and update my personal information upon 

registration. 

3.3 

Be able to share information on my account with Landlord and 

Admin on the blockchain. 

3.4 

Be able to pay my rental fee using any form of cryptocurrency. 

bills for gas, electricity, and telephone if this was agreed with the 

landlord 

3.5 

Be able to check my account balance (ether wallet or token 

wallet). 

3.6 

Be able to see my current payment status and expected date of the 

next payment. 

3.7 
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Towards realizing the concept, the model was implemented using open source tools as shown 

in section 4.2.4. The model was developed with lite server, truffle framework, nodeJS, NPM, 

and web3 JSON RPC(s) in interactive functions. The above user stories can be summarized 

in the table below to give the model functional overview. 

 

Table 7 Model Functional Overview Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

The Model Functionality  How to realize  

1. User registration All users are required to register with the model prior 

to accessing any of the model functionality. This is to 

capture the user personal information and 

authentication details. 

2. User authentication and 

security 

The proposed model ensured that all users are 

registered before allowing them to access any of the 

system functions. The registered persons are required 

to log in using their account addresses and passwords.   

3. User de-registration Anytime a tenancy contract is terminated, the tenant 

details are removed from an active account to a 

repository. 

4. Rental fee payment The model allows rental payment by use of Ethereum. 

This PoC uses a created crypto tokens to allow 

unlimited testing. 

5.Transaction records 

management  

The model allows recording of the transaction on the 

blockchain 

6. Report generation   The model enables users to generate reports regarding 

transactions.  
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4.2.2 Users Overview and Interactions with Blockchain  

 

The participating individuals in the blockchain based model for real estate management PoC 

are composed of; Tenants, admin, Landlord, and hosting service providers (EVM, Github, 

and Metamask).  

 

a) Tenants are assumed to be private persons or group that rents and occupies a house, 

an office, or the like, from another (landlord) for a period of time; lessee. 

 

b) The landlord is assumed to be a person or group who owns a house, apartment, 

condominium or real estate which is rented or leased to an individual or business, who 

is called a tenant (also a lessee or renter). 

 

c) System administrator, or sysadmin, is a person who is responsible for the upkeep, 

configuration, and reliable operation of computer systems; especially multi-user 

computers, such as servers. The system administrator seeks to ensure that the uptime, 

performance, resources, and security of the computers they manage meet the needs of 

the users, without exceeding a set budget when doing so. 
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Figure 14 Overview of different users and their interactions with the blockchain and the 

model as a system of smart contracts  

 

 

The requirements are described in Figure 14, where the different users are shown interacting 

with the blockchain, on which the smart contracts reside. In item next to them are the actions 

they need to be able to perform. There are some requirements that apply to the general system 

and not just to one user specifically. Some of them are described in part by the user stories, 

but for the sake of exhaustiveness and application to users not in the system, they are 

explicitly written below. 

 

R1. It must be impossible for a non-registered person to join the model network. 

 

R2. Only those permitted to should be allowed to connect to the network. 
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R3. There must be immutable traceability built into the model, where it is possible to see: 

 

i) All rental fee transactions captured in the blockchain (in form of transaction 

Blocks). 

ii) Account balance before and after the transaction. 

iii) Old transactions. 

 

Immutable traceability means that there must be a history of changes made to the rental fee, 

payment and that it must be made very difficult, if not impossible, to alter it post ex. 

 

R4. Smart contracts must be exchangeable without the need to remove the entire model or 

change addresses to contracts with which humans interact.  

 

The design of the final PoC was based on the requirements and user stories mentioned above. 

It would also be guided by the core objective of this research. 

 

4.2.3 The Model Starting-Up Activities 

 

To start bare truffle project the ―truffle init‖ is ran from the command line in the project 

directory. Once this operation is completed, the project structure is created with the following 

items: Contracts Directory for Solidity contracts, migrations Directory for scriptable 

deployment files, Test Directory for test files for testing your application and contracts, and 

truffle.config.js a Truffle configuration file.  The sequence of activities is as shown in the 

figure below where the validators are configured, the blockchain is started and transactions 

can begin.  
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Figure 15 Diagram of how the starting-up activities for the model work  

Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

4.2.4 Truffle Framework Installation 

 

The PoC model isn‘t complete with just the smart contracts. There is also a need for 

blockchain, as well as a structure for handling keys. Additionally, there needs to be a type of 

either distributed or centralized consensus established, on who is allowed to join the network 

as a Tenant or Landlord. The details of the consensus algorithms and the nature rationale for 

the selected blockchain are explained in Section 2.2.Truffle platform was used due to its 

efficient consensus mechanism compared to the available alternative (parity). Thus issues 

around appropriate consensus mechanism are solved. Truffle is a development environment, 

testing framework and asset pipeline for blockchains using the Ethereum Virtual Machine 

(EVM), aiming to make life as a developer easier (Ahmad, 2017). It has become one of the 

most widely used IDEs and framework in the Ethereum community. Developers use it to 

build and deploy Dapp for testing purposes with many features that make it more attractive to 
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users with a Web 3.0 development background. It has Built-in smart contract compilation, 

linking, deployment and binary management with Mocha and Chai Automated contract 

testing. It is also known to be Configurable build pipeline with support for custom build 

processes and Scriptable deployment & migrations framework. The following steps describe 

how to install and run truffle. 

 

Truffle Framework Environment Setup 

 

To use truffle framework, the following discussed dependencies and software must be 

configured. These include NodeJS, Web3, Node packet manager NPM, and lite server.  

 

a) NodeJS v8.9.4 or later 

 

Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform JavaScript run-time environment that 

executes JavaScript code outside of a browser. Both the JavaScript and Node.js run on 

the V8 JavaScript runtime engine. This engine takes the JavaScript code and converts 

it into faster machine code. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O model that 

makes it lightweight and efficient.  

 

b) The Node Package Manager (npm) 

 

npm is a package manager for the JavaScript programming language written entirely 

in JavaScript and was developed by Isaac Z. It is the default package manager for the 

JavaScript runtime environment Node.js. It consists of a command line client, also 

called npm, and an online database of public and paid-for private packages called the 

npm registry. The registry is accessed via the client, and the available packages can be 

browsed and searched via the npm website. The package manager and the registry are 

managed by npm.  
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c) Lite Server 

 

Lite-server is a lightweight development web server with support for Single Page 

Apps (SPAs). Lite-server is a simple customized wrapper around Browser Sync to 

make it easy to serve Single Page Applications (SPAs). It is 

Lightweight development only node server that serves a web app, opens it in the 

browser, refreshes when html or JavaScript change, injects CSS changes using 

sockets and has a fallback page when a route is not found. Browser Sync is super-

fast lightweight development server. It serves the static content, detects changes, 

refreshes the browser, and offers many customizations. Lite-server uses Browser 

Sync and allows for configuration overrides via a local bs-config.json or bs-

config.js file in a project. 

 

d) Metamask  

 

Metamask is a browser plugin that allows users to make Ethereum transactions 

through regular websites. It is a bridge that allows you to visit the distributed web of 

tomorrow in your browser (MetaMask, 2018). It allows running of an Ethereum 

Dapps on browser without running a full Ethereum node. This facilitates the adoption 

of Ethereum because it bridges the gap between the user interfaces for Ethereum, for 

example, Mist browsers or Dapps and the regular web browser such as Chrome or 

Firefox. According to metamask (2018), MetaMask injects a JavaScript library called 

web3.js into the namespace of each page your browser loads. Furthermore, MetaMask 

allows users to specify which Ethereum node to send these requests to. The ability to 

send requests to nodes outside of the user‘s computers is important because it means 

that people can use Ethereum without having to download a node consisting of 

10+GB blockchain on to their computers. The MetaMask add-on can be installed in 

Chrome, Firefox, Opera, and the new Brave browser (Coin, 2018). To use MetaMask, 

this research installs it on the Chrome browser.  
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e) Web3 

 

Web3.js is a collection of libraries which allow interaction with a local or remote 

Ethereum node, using an HTTP or RPC connection. It is for the Ethereum blockchain 

and smart contracts. The whisper protocol to communicate p2p and broadcast, swarm 

protocol, the decentralized file storage and has web3-utils helper functions for Dapp 

development. Web3.js talks to The Ethereum Blockchain with JSON RPC (Remote 

Procedure Call) protocol. Web3.js allows requests to an individual Ethereum node 

with JSON RPC in order to read and write data to the network as shown below.  

 

 

 

Figure 16 interaction with a local or remote ethereum node, using web3 

interfaceSource: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

4.3 Development of the Blockchain Based Smart Contract Model for Real Estate 

 

This section demonstrates the attainment of research objective three of the study which 

required the researcher to develop a blockchain based smart contract model for real estate. 

The entire code of the developed model is presented in appendix I. 

4.3.1 Development of User Registration and Authentication 

 

To register means creating a new user account, that is a record in the database describing how 

you will prove your identity (Potterton et al, 2018). This ensures that model Participants can 

sign up in a convenient manner and save time that would have otherwise been used in 

manually sorting out illegible or inaccurate forms. To authenticate you means providing 

evidence that your identity matches the one described in your user account (Schmidt et al, 

2016). 
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i) User Registration 

 

The registration process is the entry point into the model and provides for the two types of 

system users, namely; tenant and the landlord. Registered users normally provide some 

credentials (such as Address and password) to the system in order to prove their identity. This 

is done during logging in process. Systems intended for use by the real estate crews and 

would often allow any user to register simply by selecting a register function and providing 

these credentials for the first time. Registered users are granted privileges beyond those 

granted to unregistered users. During the registration process, tenants must register by 

providing their details and set an eight character password. The user registration process is 

outlined in Figure 25 as shown below. The registration logic is performed by the function 

register as shown in listing 1 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 17 user registration Process Flowcharts Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

List 1 Registration Function Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

function register(address _user, string memory _password,string memory _email, string 

memory _name)public returns(bool success)  

{ 

        address[] storage registed = registeredUsers; 

        User storage user = Users[msg.sender]; 

        registed.push(msg.sender); 

        require(!user.registered);  

        require(msg.sender == _user); 

        user.password = _password; 

        user.name = _name; 
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        user.email = _email; 

        user.registered = true; 

        return true; 

    } 

 

 

In this research, the implementation of the PoC ensures that the user registration details are 

stored in a smart contract (TenantInfoDb). TenantInfoDb is a database contract to store 

information about tenants. The information stored for each tenant is personal information and 

Addresses. A Tenant-struct is created for each Tenant to contain the corresponding data as 

well as a next and a prev-attribute so that a doubly-linked list can be used to iterate over 

them. The transaction between the user and the smart contract during registration is shown in 

figure 23 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 18 User Registration Form with a positive acknowledgement of a successful 

registration Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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The successful transaction creates a blockchain record and activity log as shown in figure 28 

below.  

 

 

Figure 19  transaction history and activity log Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

ii) User Authentication 

 

The user authentication process provides a mechanism of providing evidence that users 

identity matches the one described in the user account. This ensures that the system users are 

identified in a cryptographically secure manner so that no unauthorized entities can access it 

the network. The solidity code implemented to allow authentication is shown in the listing 2 

below and the login form is shown in figure 30. The authentication process is as shown in 

figure 25 below. 

 

 

Figure 20 User authentication Flowchart Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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List 2 User Authentication Solidity Code Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

function login (string memory _password) public view returns (bool )  

{ 

User storage user = Users[msg.sender]; 

Require (user. registered); 

return (keccak256 (abi.encodePacked (user.password)) ==   keccak256( 

abi. encodePacked (_password))); 

 

 

} 

 

 

Figure 21 login form Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

4.3.2 Development of the Rental Payment Module 

 

The rental fee is a payment made for the temporary use of a good, facility, equipment, service 

or property owned or provided by another (Lovelock & Patterson, 2015). It is used in this 

research to mean payment of fixed amount fixed by contract, made by a tenant at specified 

intervals in return for the right to occupy or use the property of another. A gross lease is when 

the tenant pays a flat rental amount and the landlord pays for all property charges regularly 

incurred by the ownership (McCabe, 2019). In this research, it is assumed that the tenants are 

paying a gross lease. The solidity code implemented to allow rental fee payment is shown in 
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the listing 3 below and the payment form is shown in figure 30. The payment process is as 

shown in figure 25 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 22 the rental payment DFD Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

 

List 3 Rental Fee Payment Function Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

function rentRoom (bytes32  _housename, uint256  _roomnumber, uint256 _amount) 

public returns (bool success) 

{ 

         Require ( _amount> = roomPrice); 

         EtokenContract.approve (address (this), _amount); 

         EtokenContract .transferFrom (msg.sender,address (this) ,roomPrice); 

         HouseContract. updateRentRoom (_housename, _roomnumber ); 

         return true; 

} 
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Figure 23 a tenant initiating transaction Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 MetaMask requesting for authorization to complete transaction Source: 

(Researcher, 2019) 
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4.3.3 Development of the Balance Enquiry Module 

 

An account balance inquiry is a review of any type of account, whether it be a depository 

account or credit account. The inquiry can refer to past records, payments or other specific 

transactions, or any other entries relating to the account. Account inquiry may typically be 

initiated when an individual seeks to take on new debt, particularly in conjunction with 

making a substantial purchase such as the acquisition of a property or when the person 

involved has received some payment. Account inquiries might also be made to ensure that 

payments that are owed have cleared and were delivered on time. Before the individual is 

approved for the new transaction, many people would wish to check their account balance. In 

most cases, this is a step in assessing the overall potential of settling a debt or purchasing 

power of an individual at a given time given an account. In the PoC, an account holder may 

initiate an account balance inquiry themselves, particularly if they are about or after carrying 

out a transaction. For instance, if a landlord would wish to check if he/she has received rental 

payment or a tenant checking whether a transaction was completed successfully. 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Balance Enquiry DFD Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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Figure 26 checking balance Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

4.3.4 Deployment of Smart Contracts to Blockchain Network. 

 

Before a project launches on the Ethereum blockchain, it is deployed to an Ethereum Test 

Network (―testnet‖), which simulates Ethereum. Testnet is a place to test smart contracts 

solutions. Basically, it‘s a clone of the Ethereum network that allows you to deploy and test 

your smart contracts without paying real fees. This gives developers a chance to kick the tires 

before real assets are involved. Ether and tokens on a testnet are easy to obtain and carry no 

real-world value. There are three testnets currently in use, and each behaves similarly to the 

production blockchain (where real Ether and tokens reside) including kovan, Rinkeby and 

ropsten. The researcher used Rinkeby test network due to its efficient consensus mechanism. 

Rinkeby is a proof-of-authority based blockchain, started by the Geth team. Test ethers in 

Rinkeby can‘t be mined but rather it is requested from the faucet. The convenient and easy 

way of getting test ethers and efficient consensus algorithm justifies the reason for its 

selection. 

 

To deploy a project, Rinkeby node containing all the time transactions is downloaded. Upon 

successful download, MetaMask can be used to send Ether and tokens. Switching from the 

Main Ethereum Network to Rinkeby is also facilitated (Saadat, 2019). From MetaMask, one 

should see his/her balances and transaction history update, to reflect the selected network. It 

worth noting that Ethereum addresses & private keys that work on Ethereum works on each 

testnet. Therefore, one has to be extremely careful not to send Ether or tokens on the 
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Ethereum main-net to a testnet address. Upon successful deployment, the blockchain-based 

smart contracts model for real estate was demonstrated by executing PoC on a Rinkeby 

testnet based Transaction. This was done upon successful deployment and of the PoC project. 

To successfully demonstrate this transaction process the following steps were followed.  

 

Step I 

Initiate and authorize a transaction inside the deployed project as shown in figure 43 below. 

On a successful transaction, The MetaMask Bridge records transaction history as shown in 

figure 44.  

 

 

 

Figure 27 initiated transaction inside the deployed project Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

 

 

Figure 28 transaction was executed successfully Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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Step II 

 

Open the account transaction details on Etherscan block explore. Etherscan is a 

BlockExplorer for the Ethereum Blockchain. A BlockExplorer is basically a search engine 

that allows users to easily lookup confirm and validate transactions that have taken place on 

the Ethereum Blockchain.  It gives a better way to examine block header information as 

explained in section 2.2. It further allows exploration and appreciation of blockchain 

architecture as well as proving the realization of general objectives in this study (using 

blockchain to store transaction records). The following subsequent three figures show how to 

open Etherscan block explorer, transaction block body and header respectively.  

 

Figure 29 Opening Etherscan block explore Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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Figure 30 transaction Block body Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

 

 

 

Figure 31 transaction Block header information Source: (Researcher, 2019) 
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4.4 Model Prototype Validation and Verification 

 

In this section the results of research objective four which involved validation and 

verification of the implemented smart contract model prototype are presented. The prototype 

presented in section 4.3 was evaluated in two steps which are, Verification to ascertain how 

the model overcomes the weaknesses of the existing models and validation to ascertain how 

the model fulfills the evaluation criteria based on user stories. 

 

4.4.1 Verification to Ascertain How the Model Overcomes the Weaknesses of the 

Existing Models 

 

Nakuru country had 18 registered real estate agents at the time of this research. From those 

agents, only two were using IT-based service. Therefore, this research used the two housing 

agents in the model Verification to ascertain how the weaknesses of existing models were 

addressed.  They were allowed to interact with the model for real estate management and the 

report is presented below. The tenants were able to register on the housing market platform. 

Also, interacted with the model such that tenants bought ethers and E-Tokens from their 

agents. Discussed below are sample reports from agency A and agency B.  

 

i) Sample Report of Agent  “A” 

 

As shown in the table below, it can be noticed that agent A registered ten tenants into the 

platform and all of them paid the rental fee using ETokens equal to the value of their rental 

fee. The blocks of transactions can be trailed from when the agency initiated the exchange 

process and transferred the amounts needed by the tenant. Tough this research focused on the 

rental fee only, it worth noting that other transactions including registration, signing 

agreements, information update, or removal is captured in the blockchain.
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 Table 8 Sample Report of Agent “A” 

Txhash Blockno Timestamp DateTime From To Quantity 

0x4f9e909e96416d9d4e2cd18460941df2bd54 
ba0c46dd8eebb8a792301e8aed80 5070574 1550842150 2/26/2019 13:29 

0x32cd37a01a6286058 
507d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d 
19ba3153bb95c173afdd34 20000 

0xa4df7c7bd246a9e5de7bfd6bac29e9a5cadffa 
3a6da2dd8ac4a22faeced772ca 5102742 1551259083 2/27/2019 9:18 

0xc6e532bb14d444a4af146 
14f300453609018c96c 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 3000 

0x8f2a22c99ab613f27201062f08c82 
51ba2669a3dd5dd83e5119bd7dd41559479 5137983 1551718836 2/29/2019 5:00  

0x0289bd742d56e94dd04f7b 
a09185c5a139b35b2f 

0x32cd37a01a6286058507 
d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 2300 

0x315d74a791457efec5c9a176a30e 

983f4f3d15176064de335648a806f0f03316 5234443 1552992765 3/4/2019 17:00 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba 

3153bb95c173afdd34 

0x32cd37a01a6286058507 

d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 1700 

0xdd787bd3a83f166289fcd3b4 
b91b8e02e9fa2e0d2895b36e5b93336ace5b02a1 5235275 1553003197 3/7/2019 13:46 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19 
ba3153bb95c173afdd34 

0x32cd37a01a6286058507 
d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 1100 

0xa799b13f9150e48c8bf8c85e09c0ee 
d0a72c85ee0b8243865ed1d1dcefbd5217 5235278 1553003214 3/9/2019 13:46 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19b 
a3153bb95c173afdd34 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 2000 

0x4e4b945584bb863b3a648b70e00 
7130db4f214294f72fe2f8d39322f94c979b2 5235449 1553005518 3/10/2019 14:25 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19b 
a3153bb95c173afdd34 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 2760 

0x693fe0148757bdc6977d728a871 
1b8ec8814fc6e9593a343681c55a67bf69ac6 5710843 1559395986 3/11/2019 13:33 

0xebd3872ea4d1d85a03a58 
1127b872c99ebbab000 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 1900 

0xda1da60d42cc73963a9d4d251e2a7 
98fb707c7ca1e61eb93f622c051894e1e23 5716807 1559478661 6/12/2019 12:31 

0xbb84b6d71c6c6626809bc 
1b971c9a1d9b2eb5000 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 1000 

0xec2b91a3e98bb1b313f26bbc41b0fa5 
3d8ad23995778c70ccfc00d7690316c28 5730858 1563214002 6/12/2019 17:31 

0x861b8b7c649d9717673f 
53dd8f02fc43c6fee09d 

0x32cd37a01a628605850 
7d1f018c8cb8676a90aaf 1200 
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ii) Sample Report Of Agent “B” 

 

As shown in the table below, it can be noticed that agent B registered 15 tenants into the 

platform and all of them paid rental fee using ETokens equal to the value of their rental fee. 

The blocks of transactions can be trailed from when the agency initiated the exchange process 

and transferred the amounts needed by tenant. Tough this research focused on the rental fee 

only, it worth noting that other transactions including registration, signing agreements, 

information update, or removal is captured in the blockchain. 
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Table 9 Sample Report Of Agent “B” 

Txhash Blockno Timestamp DateTime From To Quantity 

0x718d928d0fd11e0aa208f68790fd6cc5fae209d02f94

8e7d28ee34b30c9ddd37 5710830 1550747144 2/22/2019 12:33 

0x236ad9817ae3d957532e279469

eb86f1dd673d8 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xde802d9d1551c1034a33229de120b7ec8f439b09ff3

4532321fff6e34c6dbb62 5710830 1550747180 2/23/2019 12:34 

0x08e743af812a37751c1cfc0fd61

f6b997eec0c6c 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x22762b88615c52f8fc00b19bbd8edbf4d1ccfb4ba2a1

a32bf2301c6b0ad8a35b 5710830 1550747237 2/23/2019 12:35 

0x64404296855fef130c1f215a3db

f9d940b332607 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xca5532d2db4b4c52a0167172e2762dd2a3a0e37b9d8

1131397229e83d8258244 5710830 1550747399 2/25/2019 12:36 

0x3f4eb593904495a346df4bc7c80

a55a519aa4295 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x493dd0186d383d43c515b2a752b2ea16d88c446bf91

0070610a1792bb9825b07 5710830 1550747710 2/26/2019 13:00 

0x3f4eb593904495a346df4bc7c80

a55a519aa4295 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x5241679488b904366221c183f26aa531e6129e0a047

e479037f26b4f612e10ec 5710830 1550748107 2/27/2019 13:20 

0x08e743af812a37751c1cfc0fd61

f6b997eec0c6c 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xf849bdc366a4a85700f703b541ef323d15b4c450b43

e4d0766dbc510429916 5710830 1550748160 2/28/2019 13:25 

0xcc2acae48f60a324c8ae0fa2c99

1b8e741d72652 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xbfdede075bdf7966d01952e0a0c55dedc7e030b4b60

c332e8494eaf230339097 5710830 1550748166 2/28/2019 13:29 

0x13e7b6833e25e19d19ba3153bb

95c173afdd34 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x34b7190f2f17db1057ae3c1b8aa35c6d0db804043c3

76a5c14efb60235705d76 5710830 1550748223 3/1/2019 9:18 

0xbb84b6d71c6c662609bc1b971c

9a1d9b2eb5000 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xbd25f6fba8b002c5b3f272d82cf0f682794e490d2176

f1785727251c3cf40921 5710830 1550748285 3/4/2019 17:00 

0x861b8b7c649d9717673f53dd8f

02fc43c6fee09d 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xe9c2d81af3a12f6a76ac798ef19f92be377d21229375

c479849a3c121c26dccc 5710830 1550748308 3/9/2019 13:43 

0xfe96912711c1fc37168df6e84e0

290339f3b2141 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x2ddabe39c7479e4b988f51231dfbecfa59e3e840606d

b0a3aeb797348d9c74e5 5710830 1550838175 3/9/2019 20:37 

0x69670b0c1b10073812415dd474

804bb32b3aeca 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x6f24353cc3b6cb4ac3f2e356067d9e5e50bc1924dc1

1bdd85879fd6f4156aa90 5710830 1550838784 3/10/2019 20:37 

0x69670b0c1b10073912415dd474

804bb32b3aeca 

0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3

153bb95c173afd 2400 
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From the above test data, it can be seen that the two agents test data shows blockchain 

consisting of a series of blocks that are used to store information related to transactions that 

occur on a blockchain network. A block (row) contains a unique header, and each such block 

is identified by its block Txhash (transaction hash) and other information /blockchain 

parameters as discussed in section 2.3. Though not all the block header or body information 

is represented here, it can adequately prove blockchain transaction. Based on the assessment 

criteria presented in Table 10 (Key of Assessment Criteria), the following describe the 

fulfillment of these criteria.  

 

a) Transparency 

 

Fulfilled by blockchain infrastructure both in the component and the contract layer where 

transactions are recorded in a distributed ledger thus improving Transparency. Public 

verifiability allows anyone to verify correct system working. This also ensures a situation in 

which transaction activities are done in an open way without the need for a trusted party. The 

following figure presents a BlockExplorer that allows users to easily lookup, confirm and 

validate transactions that have taken place on the Ethereum Blockchain. This promotes 

transparency and transaction verifiability. 

 

 

Figure 32 a BlockExplorer 
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b) Immutability 

 

As a part of a standard mining exercise, a block header is hashed repeatedly by miners by 

altering the nonce value to create Txhash (transaction hash) for transaction block 

identification as shown in the first column of tables 8-9. Through this exercise, they create a 

proof of work, which helps miners get rewarded for their contributions to keep the blockchain 

system running and ensuring consistency state. Upon successful transaction validation, it is 

spread across the network with block number (Blockno), Timestamp and the Transaction 

harsh value to ensure that it is nearly impossible to tamper.   Additionally, each broadcasted 

block would be validated by other nodes and transactions would be checked. So any 

falsification could be detected easily. 

 

Table 11 Blockchain immutability attributes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Txhash Blockno Timestamp DateTime 

0x4f9e909e96416d9d4e2cd18460941df2bd54a0c46dd8eebb8a792301e8aed80 5070574 1550842150 2/26/2019 13:29 

0xa4df7c7bd246a9e5de7bfd6bac29e9a5cadffa3a6da2dd8ac4a22faeced772ca 5102742 1551259083 2/27/2019 9:18 

0x8f2a22c99ab613f27201062f08c8251ba2669a3dd5dd83e5119bd7dd41559479 5137983 1551718836 2/29/2019 5:00  

0x315d74a791457efec5c9a176a30e983f4f3d15176064de335648a806f0f03316 5234443 1552992765 3/4/2019 17:00 

0xdd787bd3a83f166289fcd3b4b91b8e02e9fa2e0d2895b36e5b93336ace5b02a1 5235275 1553003197 3/7/2019 13:46 

0xa799b13f9150e48c8bf8c85e09c0eed0a72c85ee0b8243865ed1d1dcefbd5217 5235278 1553003214 3/9/2019 13:46 

0x4e4b945584bb863b3a648b70e007130db4f214294f72fe2f8d39322f94c979b2 5235449 1553005518 3/10/2019 14:25 

0x693fe0148757bdc6977d728a8711b8ec8814fc6e9593a343681c55a67bf69ac6 5710843 1559395986 3/11/2019 13:33 

0xda1da60d42cc73963a9d4d251e2a798fb707c7ca1e61eb93f622c051894e1e23 5716807 1559478661 6/12/2019 12:31 

0xec2b91a3e98bb1b313f26bbc41b0fa53d8ad23995778c70ccfc00d7690316c28 5730858 1563214002 6/12/2019 17:31 
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c) Decentralization 

 

It can be confirmed that the housing transactions are recorded in a distributed ledger thus 

improving Transparency. Public verifiability allows anyone to verify correct system working. 

Everything is archived and authorized in a decentralized way ensuring the integrity and 

reliable record of transactions as shown in the figure below. These records can be used by 

various parties (government, investors, KBS, KRA, etc). 

 

 

 

Figure 33  Decentralization of transaction records 

 

d) Potential To Reduce Overall Rental Fee 

 

Blockchain smart contract models are trustless and the traditional middlemen are replaced by 

auto-executable contract code. This reduces both transaction complexity and the overall 

rental fee.  
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e) Presence Intermediaries 

 

As shown in table 10 below, the developed model allowed direct payment of rental fee from 

the tenant‘s account to landlords. Compared to present management strategies, this model 

promotes disintermediation, therefore, reducing transaction costs. The traditional middlemen 

are replaced by auto-executable contract code. 

 

 

Table 10 the model promoting disintermediation 

From To Quantity 

0x236ad9817ae3d957532e279469eb86f1dd673d8 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x08e743af812a37751c1cfc0fd61f6b997eec0c6c 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x64404296855fef130c1f215a3dbf9d940b332607 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x3f4eb593904495a346df4bc7c80a55a519aa4295 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x3f4eb593904495a346df4bc7c80a55a519aa4295 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x08e743af812a37751c1cfc0fd61f6b997eec0c6c 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xcc2acae48f60a324c8ae0fa2c991b8e741d72652 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x13e7b6833e25e19d19ba3153bb95c173afdd34 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xbb84b6d71c6c662609bc1b971c9a1d9b2eb5000 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x861b8b7c649d9717673f53dd8f02fc43c6fee09d 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0xfe96912711c1fc37168df6e84e0290339f3b2141 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x69670b0c1b10073812415dd474804bb32b3aeca 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2500 

0x69670b0c1b10073912415dd474804bb32b3aeca 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2400 

0xfe96912711c1fc37168df6e84e0290339f3b2141 0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 2200 

0x69670b0c1b10073912415dd474804bb32b3aeca 
0x13e7b6833e25e19b9d19ba3153bb95c173afd 

2100 

 

 

f) Fractions in Claiming Deposits   

 

The model allows Payment of regular rent fee from tenant to landlords account and the rental 

deposit is paid to smart contract account where it is stored until the end of the contract period. 

This will reduce cases of delays, frictions, and evasion of refunding deposits. 
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g) Conflicts Over Late Payment 

 

The developed model allows Immutable and Autonomous payment of a rental fee in a 

transparent, conflict-free way while avoiding the services of a middleman. The designed 

smart contract is able to transfer ETokens from tenant account to landlord account and print 

the transaction records to the blockchain Ethereum network. 

 

h) Possibility To Enforce Lease Agreement 

 

Before a successful creation of an account through registration, a new Tenant is required to 

sign and agree to lease terms and conditions. Therefore, allowing enforcement of the Lease 

Agreement and avoids cases of Unexplained Rent Increments. 

 

4.4.2 Validation to Ascertain How the Model Fulfills the Evaluation Criteria Based On 

User Stories 

 

In this section, the artifact presented in section 4.3 is evaluated using a descriptive evaluation.  

Additionally, manual, functional testing was carried out on the system using the online 

compiler provided by the Ethereum foundation (https://ethereum.github.io/browser-solidity/). 

Development of the smart contracts was done in solidity. 

 

a) Description of evaluation criteria 

 

An IT artifact can be evaluated according to the criteria: "functionality, completeness, 

consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability, usability, fit with the organization, and other 

relevant quality attributes." (Hevner et al, 2004). However, given the novelty of blockchain 

technology, the scope of the thesis and the extension of the PoC, the artifact cannot be 

evaluated according to all criteria.  Hevner and others (2004), argues that descriptive 

evaluation can be used only in the case where the technology is especially innovative and 

other methods may not be feasible. The real estate property management model fits those 

criteria and will, therefore, be evaluated using two methods from the descriptive evaluation 

theory as mentioned in section 3.3.1. 
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b) Fulfillment of evaluation criteria 

 

The real estate property management PoC fulfills all the functional criteria shown in Table 3 

in section 4.2.1. A motivation for how each of the user stories is satisfied is exposed in Table 

12. For details on the code, the reader is directed to the appendix I where the full source code 

can be found. Besides the functional criteria, additional requirements were defined to cover 

non-functional aspects of the PoC. These are evaluated in argumentation based on the theory 

seen in Chapter 2 of this thesis. This section is subdivided based on the requirements deduced 

in section 4.2.2.  It starts with analyzing the potential security and privacy exploits as a way 

of evaluating the model requirements 

 

i) R1: It must be impossible for a non-registered person to join the model network. 

 

The most important non-functional requirement on the PoC is the security of the transaction 

data as stated in requirement R1. The details of how this is designed and some reasoning 

regarding in the PoC is found in Section 4.2.5. However, something which is not covered by 

the solution proposed is the publicity of the transaction records. Hypothetically, should the 

model be implemented for only a small amount of people, and assuming an attacker could 

know who those persons were, it could be possible to match blockchain address with a 

physical identity. For example, it is not terribly difficult to, based on demographics, 

transaction statistics and some social hacking to find out where someone is leaving, room 

number or how much he/she is paying per payment interval. On the other hand, if there are a 

very large amount of Tenants, the data is also valuable. Perhaps not as valuable for malicious 

attackers as for data scientists, real estate companies or insurances, data is the new gold and 

should perhaps not be given away so easily. But it still does not violate requirement R1. 

 

Another consideration that needs to be made is that of what takes place before logging on to 

the blockchain client. Should the IP address of a user be traceable to an account address, then 

all privacy claims would be flawed. Therefore, great care must be taken when building the 

surrounding infrastructure, as it cannot be assumed that a large number of people will use 

Tor. 1For more details on secure(ish) browsing, see https://torproject.org/ 

 

 

 

https://torproject.org/
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Table 12 Evaluation of User Story Acceptance Based On Real Estate Property 

Management Poc Source: (Researcher, 2019) 

User Traceability Motivation for fulfillment 

Admin 1.1 Fulfilled by the infrastructure of the blockchain and permission levels, 

both in the component layer and in the contract layer. (See figure 21 

in section 4.3.1) 

 1.2 Fulfilled by the privileges granted (setup and maintaining account and 

Maintaining system) 

Landlord  2.1 Fulfilled by the infrastructure of the blockchain and permission levels, 

both in the component layer and in the contract layer. (See figure 18-

19  in section 4.3.1) 

 2.2 Fulfilled by the infrastructure of the blockchain that allows distributed 

ledger. 

 2.3 Fulfilled by the functionality that the landlord is able to see how much 

rent has collected by calling checkBall() function. 

 2.4 Through sysadmin, rent level can be Set and Adjusted to attract 

tenants to the property. 

 2.5 The rental fee collected in the smart contract account can be 

transferred to Landlords (personal account) by calling SendFromTo() 

function. 

 2.6 Fulfilled by the infrastructure of the blockchain and permission levels, 

both in the component layer and in the contract layer.  

Tenant  3.1 A new Tenant is able to create an account through registration and the 

system auto-generates the Tenants address. 

 3.2 Fulfilled by the infrastructure of the blockchain and permission levels, 

both in the component layer and in the contract layer.  

 3.3 The Tenant can see and update their personal information upon 

registration by calling getInfo() and setInfo() functions respectively. 

 3.4 The Tenant pays the rental fee and other bills eg gas, electricity and 

telephone if this was agreed with the landlord using tokens by calling 

SendFromTo() function. 

 3.5 The Tenant can check his/her account balance (ether wallet or token 

wallet) by calling getbal() function and also by login into metamask 

Chrome browser extension. 

 3.6 Fulfilled by the blockchain architecture  
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ii) R2. Only those permitted to should be allowed to connect to the network. 

 

There are at least two layers of permissions in the PoC, because it is a permission blockchain, 

and because the smart contracts contain logic which is independent from the blockchain 

layer. One could also imagine the application of any number of other security measures a user 

would have to go through to be granted access and permissions on the blockchain. Thereby 

the requirements R2 and R1 are satisfied.  

 

iii) R3. There must be immutable traceability built into the model, where it is possible to   

See all rental fee transactions captured in the blockchain, check for account balance 

before and after the transaction and be able to see old transactions. 

 

Because the implementation used blockchain, and as long as more than two-thirds of the 

validators on that blockchain are benevolent, the record of the events stated in the 

requirements; transaction process, registration, signing contracts, can be considered very 

safely and immutably stored. Additional explicit logging of events can be built into the smart 

contracts, perhaps triggering a completely separate system to create redundancy in the 

keeping of records. This satisfies requirement R3.  

 

iv) R4. Smart contracts must be exchangeable without the need to remove the entire 

model or change addresses to contracts with which humans interact.  

 

The smart contracts are built in a modular fashion and with a specific contract managing 

contract. This means that any updates to be made to the system of smart contracts simply 

need to make a function call to the CMC. The users will not experience any changes, or the 

applications communicating with the blockchain application will not experience any changes 

since the address of the interface contract, the InfoManager, remains the same. 

 

4.5 Conclusion  

 

Given the considerations taken to functionality, completeness, and performance in terms of 

security, Immutability and privacy the artifact and the reasoning behind it is a strong 

argument for the usage of such an application in the real estate industry. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introduction 

 

In this chapter, a proof-of-concept model was built to function as an electronic blockchain 

based real estate management plan in a completely decentralized way. In order to achieve a 

peer-to-peer network secure enough to store transaction records and personal information, a 

system of smart contracts was developed using a Solidity programming language in 

combination with public blockchain architecture and common cryptographic tools. The 

resulting artifact was then evaluated according to established design research criteria and 

found to fulfill all the necessary requirements. Although the evaluation criteria were fulfilled, 

it is important to take notice that no claims on the security outside of the PoC can be made, 

based on this thesis as indicated in the scope of the study. Below are the conclusion, further 

areas of study and recommendations of this study.  

 

5.1 Summary  

 

This study was guided by the inefficiencies and weaknesses in the current management 

strategies in the real estate industry. Blockchain technology is explored in this research as a 

remedy. Due to its architecture, each rental transaction records are bundles into a block 

containing a unique header, and each such block is identified by its block Txhash (transaction 

hash) and other information /blockchain parameters as discussed in chapter 2. As a part of a 

standard mining exercise, a block header is hashed repeatedly by miners by altering the nonce 

value. Through this exercise, they attempt to create a proof of work, which helps miners get 

rewarded for their contributions to keep the blockchain system running and ensuring 

consistency state. It can be confirmed that the housing transactions are recorded in a 

distributed ledger thus improving Transparency. Public verifiability allows anyone to verify 

correct system working. Everything is archived and authorized in a decentralized way 

ensuring the integrity and reliable record of transactions. These records can be used by 

various parties (government, investors, KBS, KRA, etc). Payment of rent fee from tenant 

direct to landlord‘s account also reduces transaction costs confirming that this model satisfies 

the user requirements and the research objectives. 
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This study set out to achieve four objectives and have all been answered by the concepts 

summarized in the thesis, as well as the architecture of the application and the reasoning 

around it. The conclusion with regard to each of the objectives is presented in this section and 

they are shortly summarized below; 

 

5.1.1 To Explore The Weakness Of Existing Models Used In Real Estate Property 

Management. 

 

With regard to this objective, the study sought to explore existing models used in managing 

real estate property and investigate their weaknesses. This study analyzed four models 

including E-Resident, SPENN, Deed-coin, and the Bit-property. To Achieve this, The study  

set out an evaluation criteria as shown in Table 4 which included; transaction transparency 

and immutability, decentralization (distributed ledger), presence intermediaries, 

implementation of rights and obligations, potential to reduce overall rental fee, fractions in 

claiming deposits  conflicts over late payment, possibility of unexplained rent increments and 

possibility to enforce lease agreement.  Based on the evaluation, this research found that none 

of the existing models fully satisfied the set criteria and there was a need for a new model. 

The E-Resident platform in Kenya is a web-based platform and does not allow transaction 

transparency, immutability or decentralization (distributed ledger). Its operation also 

encourages the need for trusted intermediaries such as the banks and agents thus increasing 

the rental fee. Furthermore, the model does not prevent the cases of unexplained rent 

increment or allow enforcement of lease agreement, rights, and obligations. The Bit-property 

smart contract platform does not address issues surrounding renting a property. SPENN 

platform does not address property management requirements such agreements, to authorize 

occupants' rights or obligations while DEED'S platform focuses on reducing challenges in 

finding real estate agent and the decision on the best commission and anything to do estate 

property management is not covered.  

 

5.1.2 To Design Blockchain Based Smart Contract Model for Real Estate Property 

Management. 

 

With regard to objective two, the study sought to design a blockchain based smart contract 

model for the real estate industry. A design based on the model requirements and guidelines 
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specified in the focused groups were implemented through technological methods. To write a 

secure and scalable smart contract back-end, the designed model as a system of smart 

contracts was based on the design principle of having different types of contracts to perform 

different classes of tasks. To classify the contracts, a model called "The Five Types Model" 

proposed by monax was used. This model divides contracts into Database contracts, 

Controller contracts, Contract managing contracts, Application logic contracts and Utility 

contracts (Monax, 2018). Based on this, the model and the PoC functional requirement, the 

model design resulted in the following contracts; EToken contract for creating model test 

cryptocurrency, Interface contract to for Dapp interaction, Migrations contract for 

deployment, TenantInfoDb contract for storing tenant details, Contract managing Contracts, 

and the contractProvider contracts to coordinate testnet interactions. The design outlined is 

limited to three archetypical users: Admin, Tenant, and Landlord. In order to describe the 

various functional requirements that users have on the model, user stories from a focused 

group were written and are shown in Table 6 in section 4.2.1. The user stories were 

simplified to the bare minimum requirements, while still keeping the PoC at a viable level of 

usability and security. The Model Starting-Up Activities was also presented as shown in 

section 4.2.3. 

5.1.3 To Develop The Blockchain Based Smart Contract Prototype For Real Estate 

Property Management. 

 

Business firms and other organizations rely on information systems to carry out and manage 

their operations, interact with their customers and suppliers, and compete in the marketplace. 

With regard to this study, objective three sought to implement a blockchain based smart 

contract prototype for the real estate industry to ensure transparency, the immutability of 

transaction records and troubleshoot existing challenges in managing real estate property. The 

developed User Registration and Authentication module were to ensure that model 

Participants can sign up and log in in a convenient. A rental payment Module was developed 

to allow payment of rental fee via cryptocurrency and to distribute transaction records 

through the Ethereum network. The solidity code implemented to allow rental fee payment is 

shown in listing 3 in section 4.3.2. To ensure convenience and efficient working of this 

model, a complementary module namely balance inquiry was also developed to allow the 

review of the user account. For instance, if a landlord would wish to check if he/she has 

received rental payment or a tenant checking whether a transaction was completed 
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successfully. The developed model was deployed to an Ethereum Test Network (―testnet‖), 

which simulates Ethereum for model testing and evaluation. The deployment steps and 

procedures are described in section 4.4.4. The entire code of the developed model is 

presented in Appendix I. 

 

5.1.4 To Validate and Verify the Implemented Smart Contract Model Prototype  

 

With regard to objective four, the study sought to validated and verify the implemented 

blockchain based smart contract model prototype. The prototype presented in objective three 

was evaluated in two steps which was to, Verification to ascertain how the model overcomes 

the weaknesses of the existing models and validation to ascertain how the model fulfills the 

evaluation criteria based on user stories. Two housing agents were involved in the model 

Verification were they were allowed to interact with the model for real estate management as 

shown in section 4.4.1. The tenants were able to register on the housing market platform. 

They interacted with the model such that tenants bought ethers and E-Tokens from their 

agents and paid the rental fee via the model. Transaction records recorded in the distributed 

ledger as shown in table 8-9 and the model working was evaluated.  The model was verified 

based on the set evaluation criteria for the existing models evaluation which included; 

transaction transparency and immutability, decentralization (distributed ledger), presence 

intermediaries, implementation of rights and obligations, potential to reduce overall rental 

fee, fractions in claiming deposits  conflicts over late payment, possibility of unexplained rent 

increments and possibility to enforce lease agreement as shown in the Key of Assessment 

Criteria in section 4.1.1 table 4.  

 

The model was validated using descriptive evaluation based on the model functional 

requirements derived from user stories as shown in table 6 of section 4.2.1. The model 

fulfillment of validation criteria is presented in section 4.4.2 where the motivation for how 

each of the user stories is satisfied is exposed in Table 12. For details on the code, the reader 

is directed to the appendix I where the full source code can be found. Besides the functional 

criteria, additional requirements were defined to cover non-functional aspects of the PoC. 

These were evaluated in argumentation based on the theory seen in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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5.2 conclusions  

 

The objective of this study was to solve a very specific problem in the real estate 

management sector, however, one cannot fail to realize the potential cross-over effects it 

could have on other industries. It is essentially a model which lets users register information, 

allow cryptocurrency transaction securely and then in a highly controlled manner share it 

with distinctive partners on a distributed network. Consider a group of banks and perhaps 

even other regulated entities who are highly dependent on information about their customers 

and transactions. This is basically every company or organization which provides financial 

service, or an internet provider, or mobile phone operator. All of them need to know personal 

information on their customers or their historical transactions, by law. Now let us apply the 

concept of the PoC to this situation. A customer registers or carries and encrypts information 

on the blockchain using slightly modified smart contracts. When a bank or other organization 

needs to have access to that information, they simply make a request to the customer who can 

reject or accept the request. What makes it different from a normal centralized server is that 

there is immutable traceability, and more importantly, customers could have the power and 

right to question the usage of personal information or transaction history by corporations. 

Selling of information would have to be consensual on a much clearer level than it is in most 

systems today. Another area of application could be in a large corporate setting, where 

information sharing or transaction history is essential but very difficult when dealing with 

secret or sensitive data. 

 

5.3 Challenges Experienced During the Study  

 

i) Changes and updates: frequent update of solidity environment, dependencies, and 

development tools without backward compatibility was also a big challenge.  

ii) The Criminal Connection: Since its launch, Bitcoin has long been associated with the 

shadowy dealings of the black market and the dark web. Because this is the first 

interaction of the public with blockchain technology, this connection has persisted with 

Bitcoin, altcoins, and the technology underlying it as well. During this study, the users 

were associating the proposed model to these issues.  
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5.4 Recommendations 

 

The Government should move towards creating a legal framework for Ethereum and other 

digital currencies. Although many governments as shown in the literature are now 

considering launching their own Bitcoin-like cryptocurrency, the process should include 

sensitizing citizens and financial organizations. This will reduce the resistance of the real 

estate management model based on blockchain smart contracts among potential users.  

 

 5.5 Recommendation for Further Research 

 

Blockchain technology is constantly evolving, both in the private and public sector. Much 

progress was made during the six months in which this thesis was written, and several 

research community and committee has begun to form. The introduction of blockchain 

technology-related topics at research conferences and the launch of blockchain focused peer-

reviewed research papers are critical efforts in encouraging further research. There is no 

doubt that much more technological development is needed, both in academia and innovation 

coming from the industry. The benefits and problems it solves need to be communicated and 

an understanding for blockchain outside of crypto-currencies needs to be spread. In the 

context of this thesis, there are areas of interest which could be further developed. For 

example, introducing functionality for automatically controlling transaction records against a 

database of known persons or unintended interactions or creating a completely blockchain-

based version of electronic real estate transaction records, including land registry, real estate 

ownership transfers, etc. There is also a large potential for fundamental research within 

distributed computing based on blockchain technology, specifically consensus algorithms and 

lightweight protocols for Internet-of-Things applications. With regards to the emerging 

decentralized economic system that is cryptocurrencies, there are many important questions 

related to game theory. Proof-of-Work solves the consensus problem at an increasingly high 

computational cost in the Bitcoin system, it would be a very important finding should that 

problem be solved in a provably secure manner, without the energy cost and the drawbacks of 

Proof-of-Stake. 
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APPENDIX I: SYSTEM SOURCE CODE 

 

Front end  

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang="en"> 

<head> 

<meta charset="UTF-8"> 

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0"> 

<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="ie=edge"> 

<link rel="shortcut icon" href="#" > 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="./css/bootstrap.min.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="./css/main.css"> 

<title>smart </title> 

</head> 

 

<body> 

<div id="header" > 

<br> 

<h2> WELCOME TO THIS PLATFORM GOOD TO SEE YOU !!PLEASE LOGIN OR 

REGISTERTO CONTINUE ENJOYING THE SERVICES  

</h2> 

</div> 

<div id="homehead" style="display:none" ><h2><button class="btn-default btn-success" 

id="homereg">registerHome</button> 

<button class="btn-default btn-success" id="roomreg">registerrooms</button> 

<button class="btn-default btn-success" id="TransferToken">TransferToken</button> 

<button class="btn-default btn-success" id="checkbalance">CheckTokenBalance</button> 

<button class="btn-default btn-success" id="rentroom">RentRoom</button> 

</h2></div> 

<div id="main1" class="container"style="display:none"> 

<div class="main"  > 

<form class="form" onSubmit="App.Registration();return false;" > 
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<h2>Register to the Application Inorder to Access services</h2> 

<label>Name :</label> 

<input type="text" name="dname" id="name"> 

<label>ETH Address:</label> 

<input type="text" name="dname" id="ethadd"> 

<label>Email :</label> 

<input type="text" name="demail" id="email"> 

<label>Password :</label> 

<input type="password" name="password" id="password"> 

<label>Confirm Password :</label> 

<input type="password" name="cpassword" id="cpassword"> 

<input type="submit" name="register" id="register" value="Register"> 

</form><br><br> 

<div id="loginclick"> 

                Already have an account ??<span>click here to login</span> 

</div> 

</div> 

</div> 

 

<div class="container" style="display:none" id="loginmain"> 

<div class="main"> 

<form class="form" onSubmit="App.Login(); return false;" > 

<h2> Login Form </h2> 

<label>Password :</label> 

<input type="password" name="password" id="pass"> 

<input type="submit" name="login" id="login" value="Login"> 

</form><br><br> 

<div id="registerclick" >Do not have an  account click here to register??</div> 

</div> 

</div> 

<div class="container"style="display:none" id="houseregistration"> 

<div class="main"> 

<form class="form"onSubmit="App.registerHouse(); return false;"> 
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<h2>Register your houses</h2> 

<label>House Name :</label> 

<input type="text" name="Hname" id="hname"> 

<label> House Location:</label> 

<input type="text" name="location" id="location"> 

<label>Owner Name :</label> 

<input type="text" name="owner" id="owner"> 

<label>Company owning :</label> 

<input type="text" name="company" id="company"> 

<input type="submit" name="register" id="register1" value="Register"> 

</form> 

</div> 

</div> 

<div class="container"style="display:none"> 

<div class="main"> 

<form class="form"> 

<h2>Register your Rooms</h2> 

<label>House Name :</label> 

<input type="text" name="Hname" id="Hname"> 

<label> Room number:</label> 

<input type="text" name="rnumber" id="rnumber"> 

<label>Room facilities :</label> 

<input type="text" name="facilities" id="facilities"> 

<label>Room Name:</label> 

<input type="text" name="roomn" id="roomname"> 

<input type="submit" name="register" id="register2" value="Register"> 

</form> 

</div> 

</div> 

<div class="container" style="display:none" id="tokensform"> 

<div class="main"> 

<form class="form"onSubmit="App.TransferToken(); return false;"> 

<h2>Transfer Tokens</h2> 
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<label>ETH address  :</label> 

<input type="text" name="to" id="to"> 

<label> Amount to Transfer:</label> 

<input type="text" name="tokenamount" id="tokenamount"> 

<input type="submit" name="register" id="register3" value="Register"> 

</form> 

</div> 

</div> 

<div class="container" style="display:none" id="balanceform"> 

<div class="main"> 

<form class="form" onSubmit="App.CheckBalance(); return false;"> 

<h2> check balance  of  Tokens</h2> 

<label>ETH address :</label> 

<input type="text" name="accountof" id="accountof"> 

<label> Balance of this account is:</label> 

<h1 id="accountofbalance"></h1> 

<input type="submit" name="register" id="register4" value="CHECKBALANCE"> 

</form> 

</div> 

</div> 

 

<script src="./js/jquery-3.3.1.min.js"></script> 

<script src="./js/bootstrap.min.js"></script> 

<script src="./js/web3.js"></script> 

<script src="./js/truffle-contract.js"></script> 

<script src="./js/app.js"></script> 

 

</body> 

</html> 

 

EToken smart Contracts 

 

pragma solidity ^0.5.0; 
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contract EToken { 

    string public name = "EToken"; 

    string public symbol = "ETk"; 

    uint256 public totalSupply ; 

 

    mapping(address =>uint256)public balanceOf; 

 

    mapping(address=>mapping(address=>uint256))public allowance; 

 

    event Transfer( 

        address indexed _from, 

        address indexed _to, 

        uint256 _value 

    ); 

 

    event Approval( 

        address indexed _spender, 

        address indexed _owner, 

        uint256 _value 

    ); 

 

    constructor (uint256 _initialSupply) public { 

      balanceOf[msg.sender] = _initialSupply; 

      totalSupply = _initialSupply; 

    } 

 

    function TotalSupply() public view returns (uint256 totalsupply) { 

        return totalSupply ; 

    } 

 

    function BalanceOf(address _owner)public view  returns (uint256 balance) { 

        return balanceOf[_owner];       
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    } 

 

    function transfer(address _to,uint256 _value)public  returns(bool success) { 

        require(balanceOf[msg.sender]>= _value); 

        balanceOf[msg.sender] -= _value; 

        balanceOf[_to] += _value; 

 

        emit Transfer(msg.sender,_to,_value); 

        return true; 

    } 

 

    function approve(address _spender, uint256 _value) public returns(bool success)  { 

        require(balanceOf[msg.sender] >= _value); 

        allowance[msg.sender][_spender] = _value; 

 

        emit Approval(_spender,msg.sender,_value); 

        return true; 

    } 

 

    function transferFrom(address _from,address _to,uint256 _value ) public returns (bool 

success) { 

        require(balanceOf[_from]>=_value); 

        require(allowance[_from][msg.sender] >=_value); 

        balanceOf[_from] -=_value; 

        balanceOf[_to] +=_value; 

        allowance[_from][msg.sender] -= _value; 

 

        emit Transfer(_from,_to,_value); 

 

        return true; 

    } 

 

} 
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Composite contract for User Registration, Login, Rental payment and CmCcontyracts. 

 

pragma solidity ^0.5.0; 

import './EToken.sol'; 

import './Houses.sol'; 

 

contract Interface { 

 

    address[] public registeredUsers; 

    Houses public HouseContract; 

    EToken public EtokenContract; 

    uint256 public roomPrice; 

 

    struct User { 

        string name; 

        string email; 

        string password; 

        bool  registered; 

    } 

 

    mapping(address=>User)public Users; 

    constructor (Houses _HouseContract ,EToken _EtokenContract,uint256 _price) public{ 

        HouseContract = _HouseContract; 

        EtokenContract =  _EtokenContract; 

        roomPrice = _price; 

    } 

 

 

 

    function register(address _user, string memory _password,string memory _email, string 

memory _name)public returns(bool success) { 
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        address[] storage registed = registeredUsers; 

        User storage user = Users[msg.sender]; 

        registed.push(msg.sender); 

        require(!user.registered);  

        require(msg.sender == _user); 

 

        user.password = _password; 

        user.name = _name; 

        user.email = _email; 

        user.registered = true; 

        return true; 

    }  

 

     function login(string memory _password)public view returns(bool ) { 

        User storage user = Users[msg.sender]; 

        require(user.registered); 

         return (keccak256(abi.encodePacked(user.password)) == 

keccak256(abi.encodePacked(_password))); 

 

 

     } 

     function rentRoom(bytes32 _housename,uint256 _roomnumber, uint256 _amount)public 

returns(bool success){ 

         require(_amount>=roomPrice); 

         EtokenContract.approve(address(this),_amount); 

         EtokenContract.transferFrom(msg.sender,address(this),roomPrice); 

         HouseContract.updateRentRoom(_housename,_roomnumber); 

         return true; 

     } 

} 

 

Truffle Migration Contracts 
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pragma solidity>=0.4.21 <0.6.0; 

 

contract Migrations { 

  address public owner; 

  uint public last_completed_migration; 

 

  constructor() public { 

    owner = msg.sender; 

  } 

 

  modifier restricted() { 

    if (msg.sender == owner) _; 

  } 

 

  function setCompleted(uint completed) public restricted { 

    last_completed_migration = completed; 

  } 

 

  function upgrade(address new_address) public restricted { 

    Migrations upgraded = Migrations(new_address); 

    upgraded.setCompleted(last_completed_migration); 

  } 

} 

 

Rental house management contracts Contracts 

 

 

pragma solidity ^0.5.0; 

 

contract Houses { 

    struct House { 

        address owneradd; 
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        string location; 

        string owner; 

        string company; 

        uint256[] rooms; 

    } 

    bytes32[] public  houseNames; 

     mapping(bytes32=>House)public registeredHouses; 

     mapping(bytes32=>mapping(uint256=>Rooms)) public registeredRooms; 

 

    struct Rooms { 

        bool registered; 

        string facilities; 

        string name; 

        bool booked; 

    } 

 

    function registerHouse(bytes32   _housename,string memory _location, string memory 

_owner,string memory _company) public returns(bool success) { 

            bytes32[] storage housen = houseNames;    

            House storage house = registeredHouses[_housename]; 

            house.owneradd = msg.sender; 

            house.location = _location; 

            house.owner = _owner; 

            house.company = _company;  

            housen.push(_housename); 

            return true; 

 

    } 

 

    function registerRoom( bytes32  _housename, uint256 _roomnumber,string memory 

_facilities,string memory _name)public returns(bool success) { 

        Rooms storage room = registeredRooms[_housename][_roomnumber]; 

        House storage house = registeredHouses[_housename]; 
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        require(house.owneradd == msg.sender); 

        room.facilities = _facilities; 

        room.name = _name; 

        room.registered = true; 

        house.rooms.push(_roomnumber); 

        return true; 

    } 

    function updateRentRoom(bytes32  _housename, uint256 _roomnumber)public { 

         Rooms storage room = registeredRooms[_housename][_roomnumber]; 

         room.booked = true; 

    } 

    function checkOut(bytes32  _housename, uint256 _roomnumber)public { 

        Rooms storage room = registeredRooms[_housename][_roomnumber]; 

         room.booked = false; 

 

    } 

// function  registeredhouses()public view returns(bytes32) { 

//         for (uint256 i = 1; i < houseNames.length; i++) { 

//                 return houseNames[i]; 

//         } 

// } 

} 

 

 

 

 

Smart Contract Tests (Web3 files). 

Etoken ontract Testsfile  (Web3 files). 

 

var EToken = artifacts.require("EToken"); 

 

contract ("EToken", function(accounts){ 

   var Instance ;  
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 it("sets state variables ",function(){ 

    return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

        Instance = instance; 

      return Instance.name();  

    }).then(function(name){ 

        assert.equal(name ,"EToken","etoken has correct name"); 

      return Instance.symbol();   

    }).then(function(symbol){ 

        assert.equal(symbol,"ETk","sets token symbol to ETk"); 

 

    }); 

 }); 

  it("sets total supply and allocates them  to token holder",function(){ 

     return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

         Instance=instance; 

         return Instance.TotalSupply(); 

     }).then(function(deployedamount){ 

         assert.equal(deployedamount,"1000000","sets initialsupply to a million "); 

         return Instance.BalanceOf(accounts[0]); 

     }).then(function(tokenholderbalance){ 

         assert(tokenholderbalance.toNumber(),"1000000","sets the token holders amount to 

a million "); 

     }); 

  }); 

  it("returns total supply of tokens ",function(){ 

      return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

          Instance = instance; 

          return Instance.TotalSupply(); 

      }).then(function(totalsupply){ 

          assert.equal(totalsupply,"1000000","total supply is a million "); 

      }); 

  }); 

  it("return tokens of a  particular account ", function(){ 
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      return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

          Instance = instance; 

          return Instance.BalanceOf(accounts[2]); 

      }).then(function(balance){ 

          assert.equal(balance.toNumber(),"0" ,"returns zero balance for account 2 since  no 

token has been transfered to it"); 

      }); 

  }); 

   it("should be allow token holders transfer tokens",function(){ 

       return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

             Instance = instance; 

             return Instance.transfer(accounts[3],10000000,{from:accounts[2]}); 

       }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

             assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"error message must contain revert if 

try to transfer more than what is in account"); 

             return Instance.transfer(accounts[2],1000,{from:accounts[0]}); 

       }).then(function(receipts){ 

              assert.equal(receipts.logs.length, 1,"has got only one log"); 

              assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].event,"Transfer","trigger transfer event"); 

              assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._value,  1000, " has argument to which token is 

being sent to"); 

              assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._from, accounts[0], " has argument to which 

token is being sent to"); 

              assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._to, accounts[2], " has argument to which token 

is being sent to"); 

            return Instance.BalanceOf(accounts[2]); 

       }).then(function(balance){ 

             assert.equal(balance.toNumber(),"1000","shows it has added account 2 with the 

tokens"); 

             return Instance.BalanceOf(accounts[0]); 

       }).then(function(balance){ 

             assert.equal(balance.toNumber(),"999000","should have  deducted ammount from 

th eacccout"); 
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             return Instance.transfer.call(accounts[2],1000,{from: accounts[0]}); 

       }).then(function(success){ 

             assert.equal(success,true,"returns succeess on transfer"); 

       }); 

   }); 

   it(" sets  spender to withdraw fromm their account",function(){ 

       return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

          Instance = instance; 

          return Instance.approve.call(accounts[4],1000,{from:accounts[0]}); 

       }).then(function(success){ 

           assert.equal(success,true,  "allowed to withdraw 1000 tokens "); 

           return Instance.approve(accounts[3],1000,{from:accounts[0]}); 

       }).then(function(receipts){ 

            return Instance.allowance(accounts[0],accounts[3]); 

       }).then(function(allowed){ 

           assert.equal(allowed.toNumber(),1000,"allowed to withdraw 100 tokens "); 

           return Instance.approve(accounts[2],10000000,{from:accounts[5]}); 

       }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

           assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"should revert because there is no 

enough token in the account"); 

           return Instance.approve(accounts[3],100000,{from:accounts[0]}); 

       }).then(function(receipts){ 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs.length, 1, "has got only one log"); 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].event, "Approval", " triggers  approval event"); 

          assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._value, 100000, " has argument value"); 

       }); 

 

   }); 

 

   it ("should allow delegated withdrawal ",function(){ 

       return EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

           Instance = instance; 

           return Instance.transfer(accounts[5],500,{from:accounts[0]}); 
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       }).then(function(receipt){ 

           return Instance.approve(accounts[4],400,{from:accounts[5]}); 

       }).then(function(receipt){ 

           return Instance.transferFrom(accounts[5],accounts[3],600,{from:accounts[4]}); 

       }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

           assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"should revert if no enough token in 

account"); 

           return Instance.transferFrom(accounts[5],accounts[3],600,{from:accounts[4]}); 

       }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

           assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"should revertt if try to transfer is not 

enough than allocated"); 

            return Instance.transferFrom(accounts[5],accounts[3],300,{from:accounts[4]}); 

       }).then(function(receipts){ 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs.length, 1, "has got only one log"); 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].event, "Transfer", " triggers  approval event"); 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._value, 300, " has argument value"); 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._from, accounts[5], " has argument to which 

token is being sent from"); 

           assert.equal(receipts.logs[0].args._to, accounts[3], " has argument to which token is 

being sent to"); 

           return Instance.balanceOf(accounts[5]); 

       }).then(function(balance){ 

           assert.equal(balance.toNumber(),"200","should have deducted"); 

           return Instance.BalanceOf(accounts[3]); 

       }).then(function(balance){ 

           assert(balance.toNumber(),"300","should have transfered token"); 

           return Instance.transferFrom.call(accounts[5],accounts[3],50,{from:accounts[4]}); 

       }).then(function(success){ 

           assert.equal(success,true,"should return true on complete transaction"); 

           return Instance.allowance(accounts[5],accounts[4]); 

       }).then(function(allowed){ 

           assert.equal(allowed.toNumber(),"100","should deduct the amout spender can still 

deduct"); 
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       }); 

   }); 

}); 

 

House management contract Test file 

var Houses = artifacts.require("./Houses.sol"); 

var Web3 = require('web3'); 

web3 = new Web3(new Web3.providers.HttpProvider("http://localhost:8545")); 

 

contract ("Houses",function(accounts){ 

    it("allows users to register homes",function(){ 

        return Houses.deployed().then( function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

             gateway = web3.fromAscii("gateway"); 

            return Instance.registerHouse(gateway, "kericho", "collins", "abno", { 

                from: accounts[0] 

            }); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            return Instance.registeredHouses(gateway); 

        }).then(function(house){ 

            assert.equal(house.company,"abno","assert abno has been registered"); 

            assert.strictEqual(house.owneradd,accounts[0], "assert abno has been registered"); 

            return Instance.houseNames(0); 

        }).then(function(length){ 

            assert.equal(length, 

0x6761746577617900000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000, "1 

should be added to arry"); 

        }); 

 

    }); 

    it("allows users to register rooms",function(){ 

        return Houses.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            instance = Instance; 
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             return Instance.registerHouse(gateway, "kericho", "collins", "abno", { 

                 from: accounts[0] 

             }); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

             return Instance.registerRoom(gateway, 1, "self contained", "room one", { 

                 from: accounts[0] 

             }); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            return Instance.registeredRooms(gateway,1); 

        }).then(function(receipts){ 

            assert.strictEqual(receipts.facilities,"self contained"); 

            assert.strictEqual(receipts.name, "room one"); 

             return Instance.registeredHouses(gateway); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

// assert.strictEqual(re.rooms[0],1); 

        }); 

 

    }); 

}); 

 

Composite contract for User registration, authentication and rental payment Test File 

 

var Interface = artifacts.require("./Interface.sol"); 

 

contract ("Interface",function(accounts){ 

    it("have address of the other contracts",function(){ 

        return Interface.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

               Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.HouseContract(); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            assert.notStrictEqual(re,0x0); 

            return Instance.EtokenContract(); 

        }).then(function(re){ 
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              assert.notStrictEqual(re, 0x0); 

        }); 

    }); 

     it("allows users to register",function(){ 

          return Interface.deployed().then(function (instance) { 

             Instance =  instance; 

             return 

Instance.register(accounts[1],"shiti","collins@gmail.com","collins",{from:accounts[2]}); 

          }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

              assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"should revert since accounts are not 

the same"); 

              return Instance.register(accounts[1], "shiti", "collins@gmail.com", "collins", { 

from: accounts[1] }); 

          }).then(function(receipts){ 

              return Instance.Users(accounts[1]); 

          }).then(function(receipt){ 

              assert.equal(receipt.name,"collins","should save the anme collins to accounts 1"); 

              assert.equal(receipt.email, "collins@gmail.com", "should save the anme collins 

to accounts 1"); 

              assert.equal(receipt.registered, true, "should save the anme collins to accounts 

1"); 

              assert.equal(receipt.password, "shiti", "should save the anme collins to accounts 

1"); 

               return Instance.register(accounts[5], "shiti", "collins@gmail.com", "collins", { 

               from: accounts[5] 

               }); 

               }).then(function (receipts) { 

               return Instance.registeredUsers(1); 

           }).then(function(re){ 

              assert.equal(re, accounts[5], "should have pushed accounts1"); 

          }); 

     }); 

    it("allows users to login",function(){ 
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          return Interface.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

              Instance= instance; 

              return Instance.register(accounts[1], "shiti", "collins@gmail.com", "collins", { 

from: accounts[1] }); 

          }).then(function(receipt){ 

              return Instance.login("shiti",{from:accounts[3]}); 

          }).then(assert.fail).catch(function(error){ 

              assert(error.message.indexOf("revert")>=0,"shold revert when user is not 

registered"); 

                return Instance.register(accounts[3], "shiti", "collins@gmail.com", "collins", { 

                    from: accounts[3] 

                }); 

          }).then(function(re){ 

              return Instance.login("shiti", { 

                  from: accounts[3] 

              }); 

          }).then(function(re){ 

              assert.equal(re,true); 

          }); 

    }); 

});  
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Truffle Migration Files. 

. 

var EToken =artifacts.require("./EToken.sol"); 

// var Registration = artifacts.require("./registration.sol"); 

 var Houses = artifacts.require("./Houses.sol"); 

 var Interface = artifacts.require("./Interface.sol"); 

 

module.exports = function(deployer){ 

// deployer.deploy(EToken,1000000); 

// deployer.deploy(Interface); 

// deployer.deploy(Houses); 

     deployer.deploy(EToken,1000000).then(function(){ 

        return deployer.deploy(Houses); 

    }).then(function(){ 

        return deployer.deploy(Interface, Houses.address,EToken.address,20); 

    }); 

}; 

 

 

Web3 app file 

App = { 

 web3Provider:"null", 

 contracts:{}, 

 accounts:"0x0", 

 loggedin:false, 

 

 init: function() { 

      console.log("app.initialized"); 

      return App.initweb3(); 

 }, 

 

    initweb3: function() { 

        if (typeof web3 !== 'undefined') { 
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            App.web3Provider = web3.currentProvider; 

            web3 = new Web3(App.web3Provider); 

        } else { 

// set the provider you want from Web3.providers 

            App.web3Provider = new Web3.providers.HttpProvider("http://localhost:8545"); 

            web3 = new Web3(App.web3Provider); 

        } 

        return App.initcontracts(); 

    }, 

    initcontracts: function(){ 

       $.getJSON("EToken.json",  

           function (etoken) { 

           App.contracts.EToken = TruffleContract(etoken); 

           App.contracts.EToken.setProvider(App.web3Provider); 

            }).done(function(){ 

         $.getJSON("Houses.json",  

             function (house) { 

              App.contracts.Houses = TruffleContract(house);  

              App.contracts.Houses.setProvider(App.web3Provider); 

              App.contracts.Houses.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

                console.log(instance.address); 

              }); 

             }); 

        }).done(function(){ 

            $.getJSON("interface.json",  

                function (interface) { 

                   App.contracts.Interface = TruffleContract(interface); 

                   App.contracts.Interface.setProvider(App.web3Provider); 

                   return App.Render(); 

                }); 

        }); 

    }, 

    Render:function(){ 
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        web3.eth.getCoinbase(function(err,res){ 

            if(err === null){ 

                App.accounts = res; 

            } 

        }); 

 

    }, 

    Registration: function(){ 

        var Name = $("#name").val(); 

        var Ethadd = $("#ethadd").val(); 

        var Email = $("#email").val(); 

        var Password = $("#password").val(); 

 

        App.contracts.Interface.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.register(Ethadd, Password, Email, Name, { 

                from: App.accounts, 

                gas: 500000 

            }); 

        }).then(function(receipts){ 

            alert("successfully registered you can login in now"); 

            $("#loginmain").show(); 

            $("#main1").hide(); 

        }); 

    }, 

    Login:function(){ 

 

        var loginpassword = $("#pass").val(); 

        App.contracts.Interface.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.login.call(loginpassword,{from:App.accounts,gas:500000}); 

        }).then(function(receipts){ 

            console.log(receipts); 
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            if(receipts == true){ 

               $("#loginmain").hide(); 

               $("#header").html("<h2>Real Estate system To Rent Out Homes</h2>"); 

               $("#homehead").show(); 

            }else{ 

                alert("wrong password"); 

            } 

        } 

        ); 

    }, 

    registerHouse: function(){ 

        var Hname = $("#hname").val(); 

        var Location = $("#location").val(); 

        var Owner = $("#owner").val(); 

        var Company = $("#company").val(); 

 

        var HOname = web3.fromAscii(Hname); 

        console.log(HOname); 

        App.contracts.Houses.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.registerHouse(HOname, Location, Owner, Company, { 

                from: App.accounts, 

                gas: 500000 

            }); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            console.log(re); 

        }); 

    }, 

    registerRoom:function(){ 

        var HName = $("#Hname").val(); 

        var Rnumber = $("#rnumber").val(); 

        var Facilities =$("#facilities").val(); 

        var Room = $("#roomname").val(); 
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        App.contracts.Houses.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return 

Instance.registerRoom(HName,Rnumber,Facilities,Room,{from:App.accounts,gas:500000})

; 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            console.log(re); 

        }); 

 

    }, 

    TransferToken: function(){ 

        var to = $("#to").val(); 

        var tokenamount = $("#tokenamount").val(); 

        App.contracts.EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.transfer(to,tokenamount,{from:App.accounts,gas:500000}); 

        }).then(function(receipts){ 

            console.log(receipts); 

        }); 

    }, 

    CheckBalance: function(){ 

        var accountbal = $("#accountof").val(); 

        App.contracts.EToken.deployed().then(function(instance){ 

            Instance = instance; 

            return Instance.BalanceOf(accountbal,{from:App.accounts,gas:500000}); 

        }).then(function(re){ 

            balance = re.toNumber(); 

            console.log(balance); 

            $("#accountofbalance").html(balance + "tokens"); 

        }); 

    } 
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}; 

$(document).ready(function(){ 

   App.init(); 

   $("#main1").show(); 

   $("#loginclick").click(function(){ 

        $("#loginmain").show(); 

         $("#main1").hide(); 

   }); 

   $("#homereg").click(function(){ 

        $("#houseregistration").show(); 

   }); 

   $("#TransferToken").click(function () { 

       $("#tokensform").show(); 

   }); 

    $("#checkbalance").click(function () { 

        $("#balanceform").show(); 

    }); 

 

}); 

 

 

CSS File 

h2{ 

text-align: center; 

font-size: 90%; 

padding: 2%; 

background-color: rgb(98, 98, 223); 

} 

hr{ 

margin-bottom: 30px; 

} 

div.container{ 
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width: 50%; 

height: 610px; 

margin:50px auto; 

font-family: 'Droid Serif', serif; 

position:relative; 

} 

div.main{ 

width: 75%; 

float:left; 

padding: 10px 55px 40px; 

background-color:rgba(117, 57, 57, 0.219); 

border: 15px solid white; 

box-shadow: 0 0 10px; 

border-radius: 2px; 

font-size: 13px; 

} 

input[type=text],[type=password] { 

width: 97.7%; 

height: 34px; 

padding-left: 5px; 

margin-bottom: 20px; 

margin-top: 8px; 

box-shadow: 0 0 5px #00F5FF; 

border: 2px solid #00F5FF; 

color: #4f4f4f; 

font-size: 16px; 

} 

label{ 

color: #464646; 

text-shadow: 0 1px 0 #fff; 

font-size: 17px; 

font-weight: bold; 

} 
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#register, 

#login, 

#register1, 

#register2, 

#register3, 

#register4 { 

font-size: 20px; 

margin-top: 15px; 

background: linear-gradient(#22abe9 5%, #36caf0 100%); 

border: 1px solid #0F799E; 

padding: 7px 35px; 

color: white; 

text-shadow: 0px 1px 0px #13506D; 

font-weight: bold; 

border-radius: 2px; 

cursor: pointer; 

width: 100%; 

} 

#register:hover,{ 

background: linear-gradient(#36caf0 5%, #22abe9 100%); 

} 
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APPENDIX II:  UNIVERSITY RESEARCH AUTHORIZATION  
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APPENDIX III: OFFICIAL RECIEPT FOR PAYMENT OF RESEARCH PERMIT 
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APPENDIX IV: RESEARCH PERMIT 
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APPENDIX V: NACOSTI RESEARCH PERMIT  
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APPENDIX VI: SAMPLE REPORT OF AGENT  “A” 
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APPENDIX VI: SAMPLE REPORT OF AGENT “B” 
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APPENDIX VII: LICENSED AGENCIES FOR SAMPLE FRAME 

  

 

 


